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The air is different around Richmond these days.
And so are the rooftops.

For, in Richmond and within a 40 -mile radius,
one out of every nine

The South's

noi.

families now owns a television set.
Richmond's transition to television began
about 17 months ago, when WTVR went on the air.
Today every set is tuned to WTVR, for after 17 months
WTVR is still Richmond's only television station.

frnarket

Richmond's sensational growth as a television market
is a testimony to the progressiveness of this famous city
and to the popularity of Havens & Martin Stations,
of which WTVR is the TV member.

WMBGAM

WTVRTv
WCODFM
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eyLlLt6i911

/9)(31,91-11a

Havens and Martin Stations, Richmond 20, Va.
John Blair & Company, National Representatives
Affiliates of National Broadcasting Company
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RCA offers color TV
as others expand

their efforts

12 September 1949

Radio Manufacturers Assn. had just told FCC it would "take several
years" to get TV color equipment into public use when RCA announced
system requiring no major changes in transmitter equipment, which
could be viewed in monochrome on present sets.
CBS said its own
system is ready for field test.
In Hollywood, Don Lee organization
is working on "color and stereopticon" TV.

-SR-

Pillsbury's owners
" meet" on air

Pillsbury Mills will bring part of its farflung stockholder family
together 13 Sept. in annual meeting to be aired over WCCO, Minneapolis-St. Paul.
Many employees will listen too.
-SR-

Network policies
vary on joining
radio with video

Winchell and

K -F

to part company

ABC stresses policy of integrating radio and TV activities by naming
Charles C. Barry program v.p. for both and J. Donald Wilson v.p. and
national sales director on network programs.
Under Pat Weaver,
NBC's television is being divorced from radio.
CBS has merged AM
and TV news operations under Ed Chester.

-SRAnnouncement probably won't come for months, but Walter Winchell and
Kaiser -Frazer are expected to end relations 1 Jan. K -F is in red,
with first -half sales less than 5070 as large as year ago.
Winchell
reportedly will promote "25 -cent item."

-SRRadio set

production still
quadruples TV

Although combined AM -FM -TV set output dropped from 672,590 units in
June to 421,478 in July (due partly to vacation shutdowns), radio
production of 341,947 was four times figure of 79,531 of TV. Of
first -half total, 4,816,407, AM and FM radio had 3,823,805 and TV,
992,602.

-SRThree nets start
to sue FCC
on giveaway ban

Ten days after FCC adopted rule to ban giveaway shows as alleged
violations of Federal lottery laws, ABC (which carries "Stop the
Music" and others) filed suit in U. S. District Court in New York
to enjoin FCC from enforcing rule, effective 1 Oct., and to get
CBS and NBC also
court decision in declaring FCC action illegal.
are beginning actions against FCC.

-SR-

600 foreign films
offered for video

600 TV programs from England, Italy, and Canada, filmed for TV, will
be distributed to nets, stations, and ad agencies in U.S., Canada,
Mexico, and Cuba by Hubbell Television, Inc., New York.
Company,
headed by Richard W. Hubbell, has acquired rights to a $62,000,000
movie stockpile.

-SRSPONSOR. Volume 3,
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Carnation joins
NBC -to -CBS
group

Zenith distributes
FM coverage map

RE

PORTS...SPONSOR

"Carnation Contented Hour," moving to CBS 2 Oct. after 17'h years on
becomes eighth NBC -to -CBS program switch in year.
Others include Jack Benny, Red Skelton, Amos 'n' Andy, Edgar Bergen, Horace
Heidt, Burns & Allen, and Ozzie & Harriet.

NBC,

-SRZenith Radio Corporation, strong champion of FM broadcasting, is
distributing to stations FM coverage map prepared by Caldwell Clements, Inc., New York, from material supplied by FCC, FM Assn.,
and Clear Channel Broadcasting Service.
In addition to showing two
different FM coverage areas, of 15 and 100 microvolts, charts tell
growth of FM listening audience to 5,000,000 and of number of stations to 740.

-SRLos Angeles

Chamber gets
behind TV

Fovr A's urge more
education about
advertising

Six video stations
start in September

Ophthalmologists
find TV doesn't
harm

eyes

Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce has named 70 -man committee to pro mote television as business and for community benefit.
In group are
broadcasters, TV and movie producers, insurance men, bankers, educators, retailers, national advertisers, and ad agencies.

-SRAmerican Assn. of Advertising Agencies has adopted resolution on
importance of distribution in U.S. economy and part advertising
plays in it, pointing out that advertising can "move goods fast
enough and in large enough quantities that our economic welfare may
be served."
Four A's deplored lack of school materials on subject.

-SRMartin Codel's "TV Digest" says atleast six TV stations start
operating in September: KMTV, Omaha WJAC -TV, Johnstown, Pa. KECATV, Los Angeles; WFMY -TV, Greensboro, N.C.; WDAF -TV, Kansas City,
and WMBR -TV, Jacksonville, Fla.
Total TV stations then would be 83.
;

;

-SRTelevision Broadcasters Assn. has issued a four -page report quoting
prominent ophthalmologists (eye doctors) and optometric and medical
groups to effect that television doesn't harm eyes.
Tables are
given for best viewing distance in relation to size of tube.
-SR-

Oil industry notes
90th birthday

Oil companies and other radio advertisers played tribute last fortnight to petroleum industry on 90th anniversary of E. L. Drake's
Led by Standard of New Jersey, oil
first well at Titusville, Pa.

now has more companies worth $1,000,000,000 than any other industry.

"Lux Theater" and
"Fibber" mark
15th birthdays

NBC buys Hooper
TV ratings

-SRStars of radio and movies will help "Fibber McGee & Molly" start
their 15th season for Johnson's wax on NBC in hour -long anniversary
Program premiered in New York 16 April 1935. On
program on 13 Sept.
15th anniversary of "Lux Radio Theater," on CBS, Lever is sponsoring
three -month competition to pick prettiest 15- year -old girl in U.S.

-SRNBC has become first network to subscribe to TV Network Hooperatings.
Other subscribers on list of 37 are 17 advertisers, 15
agencies, stations CBL, KSTP, and WBAP, and TransAmerican BroadcastNielsen -Ratings for Coast are now issued monthly.
ing & TV.
-please turn to page 40.
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One Does ff-

in /11d Ame/rca
ONE
ONE
ONE
ONE

station
set of call letters
rate card
spot on the dial

12 SEPTEMBER 1949

It's our birthday ... but not our party. The party, cake and candles, is strictly for you, Mr. Sponsor!

Since 'way back in 1947 A. D. (September 9th to be exact),
KCMO's king -sized signal has meant a healthy bonus in listener ship for sponsors.

At a low, amazingly low, cost per 1000 coverage, KCMO blankets 213 wealthy Mid -America counties with over 5,435,000 potential listeners inside its Y2 mv. measured area. KCMO's programming, dialed right to Mid -America listening habits, has
with results
meant ever -growing acceptance among listeners
that put sponsors in a "party" frame of mind.
In short, it's

always a party...when you center your selling

on KCMO.

0

and KCMO -FM 94.9 Megacycles

KANSAS

MISSOURI

CITY,

Basic ABC Station For
Notional Representative: John

E.

M

id- America

Pearson Co.
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much promotion "carryover" does
their former sponsor's product still get?

o4svti,4ç
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ECONOMICAL COVERAGE OF ALABAMA
Is IMPOSSIBLE WITHOUT-

1000 WATTS

1390 KC.

ANNISTON ALABAMA
re
Production backed by Promotion
BILLBOARDS
THEATER
DISPLAY
COMMERCIAL

REPRESENTED BY

.

7kE

17

DIRECT MAIL
POSTERS
NEWSPAPERS

CARRIERS

WALRE1 CO)4PANy

you'll do

btter

with the

40 West 52nd
RATE -CARD EVILS

same line -and 2 hooks
Drop your line in North Carolina's greatest metro-

politan market, Raleigh- Durham. WNAO and
WDUK combine facilities and rates to offer you a
"fisherman's paradise" and a "whale" of a discount.

All you have to furnish

is

the bait and the line

-

we've got the hooks. "They've" been biting on
drugs, foods, autos and trucks, furniture, appliances
and radios, clothing, hardware, farm machinery, gas,

oil and tires, tobacco, cosmetics, soft drinks and
dairy products.
Those

of fishin' guides, Avery -Knodel,

are

our

"reps" -you can get hold of them in New York,
Atlanta, Chicago, San Francisco and Los Angeles.
They'll point out the best fishin' spots in North
Carolina.

We at WMCA would like to think
that it was not entirely coincidence
which prompted you to reproduce our
rate card as the lead of your 15 August
article, You get what you pay for.
New York has been a fertile breeding ground for most of the rate -card
evils described in your story, with
some additional embroidery applied in
many cases. As of April 1949 we revised our entire rate structure on a
purely realistic basis, as the new card
shows, and will he happy to erect it in
neon on top of our building if someone
else will pay construction costs. In any
case, no advertiser has to worry any
more for fear he is paying more for
the saine thing than any other sponsor.
The rampant chiseling which has
gone on in this market in the past has
certainly weakened advertisers' confidence in radio to such an extent that
the medium as a whole has not enjoyed the volume of business it should
have had in the nation's number one
market. We're doing something about
it, and are glad to have your editorial
support.
NORMAN BOGGS

General Manager
WMCA, New York

850 KILOCYCLES
5000 WATTS

RALEIGH

CREDIT TO LANDON
Thank you for the compliments concerning this department in the 1
August issue of SPONSOR.
Full credit should be given Herb

Landon, our Radio Publicity Director.
There are few men or women in this
business who equal Herb in getting
results. Our recent "Molehill to Mountain" stunt on County Fair was a success primarily because of Herb's untiring efforts.
Full credit should he given Herb.
HAL DAVIS

1310 KILOCYCLES
1000 WATTS

DURHAM

Publicity Director
Kenyon & Eckhardt
New York

SQUIRT SUCCESS
ONE

f
?

NORTH
6

CAROLINA'S

LARGEST

ONE
2

NETWORK, ABC

LOW RATE

KEY OUTLETS

METROPOLITAN

MARKET

Your article on Bids from the kids,
sponsored by Squirt. was very interesting. Especially so since KAYL was
one of the stations used for this show.
Our show was sponsored by the
Cherokee Bottling Company, Cherokee,
SPONSOR

Iowa. The first five shows originated
from Cherokee, the next four from
Storm Lake, and the last four from
Spencer. All these communities are
less than 10,000 in population. They
are located in three adjoining counties.
Your article mentions that in Canton, Ohio, the show achieved a bid of
1600 for a watch. Our watches went
for an average of 2000. We sold a
bicycle on our last broadcast for 11,500 Squirt bottle caps. The bidder
drove 58 miles to the show at Spencer.
We proved that the show was hampered by a select few who seemed to
know where all the bottle caps were.
After four broadcasts it was high time
to move. Several families were at each
show and were usually at the door
waiting-no matter where we played.
The show in itself was a tremendous
promotional vehicle for KAYL. Spencer is supposedly dominated by a local
station. We know now that several
hundred families know about Squirt
as well as KAYL in that market.
We agree that the show is strictly a
short -term item and recommend that
the show should be replaced by a new
idea for the kids. A continual replacement of shows in the same time slot
aimed at entertaining the kids -should
produce a loyal and grateful set of
boosters for the sponsor and his product.
We incidentally totalled about 100,000 Squirt bottle caps in 13 weeks.
For 250 watts, with the shows originating in three towns, we feel right

-

proud.
LEE GORDON RASMUSSEN

General Manager
KAYL, Storni Lake, Iowa

RESORT BUSINESS

The overall thinking on your part
in the article about WLNH and the
"Allen A." Resort in SPONSOR was excellent, as we feel that radio is not
getting its share of resort business. We
would like to obtain 300 reprints of
this article, if possible. We intend to
furnish them to local resorts, agencies,
and other sources where we think that
they might be helpful in interesting
these people in radio.
On our last broadcast we plugged
the article over the air, both here and
on the other two stations.
WARREN H. BREWSTER

General Manager
WLNFI, Laconia, N. H.
12 SEPTEMBER 1949

CLOTHES WASHER AND TV
The TV Results section on page 56
of your 15 August issue relates the
results of TV on the sales of Whirlpool "dish washers" over WLW -D in

Dayton, Ohio.
l'he case history is correct, but the
article being sold was a clothes washer
-not a dishwasher. I might also add
that Film Associates produced the
demonstration on 16mm sound film
for the Whirlpool Corporation of St.
Joseph, Michigan.
We would appreciate mention on
this, as we feel it is an example of the
important part films play in TV.
ALMAR S. FRALEY
Sales Representative
Film Associates
Dayton, Ohio

Carl gets

Fan Mail too!

SR &D HANDBOOK

Phooey on Clark Gable and Frank
Sinatra
they aren't the only ones
who get fan mail!
Our Carl gets fan mail too. Just
look:
Here's one from Art Lund, of the
Campbell -Mithun Advertising Agency, in Minneapolis, who bought.
WDSM's "News and Sports Show"
for Hamm's beer.
Among other nice things, CampJOHN BUCHANAN
bell-Mithun said: "\VDSM's and
Denver, Colo.
The Spot Rodio Promotion Handbook is avail- WEVE's promotion of our Hamm's
able from SHAD, 333 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago.
Beer sh2w is the best we've ever
Price is $1.
seen."
And so, on and on, about the wonderful promotion job our stations
"LET'S SELL OPTIMISM"
for the client's show.
Your "Let's sell optimism" campaign did
Well, Carl doesn't want to be
just came to my attention and is just
but we did do a good job
modest,
what Indiana County needs. in fact,
that show . . . but
of
promoting
it is just what the U.S.A. needs. It is
doesn't
mean we're going to rest
that
just what radio needs.
Carl's out to do a
on our laurels .
T. K. CASSEL
good job of promoting every show
Station Manager
that we carry on WDSM and \VEVE.
WDAD, Indiana. Pa.
Of course, where WDSM and
WEVE have the upper hand over
the other stations around here is
We are for the "Let's sell optimism" that we have a financial tie -up with
the Duluth Herald and so can run
idea one hundred percent.
many times more newspaper space
J. J. HERGET
than all the other stations in the
Ass't. Manager
WPLH, Huntington, W. Va. area combined!
Yes, with WDSM's and \VEVE's
coverage in North Country market,
plus the promotion we can give your
This "Lets sell optimism" is a swell
you're a cinch not to get
show
station promotion as well as a grand caught with your sales down in this
public service effort, and we intend area. Get the whole story from Free
to really promote it.
& Peters about \VDSM and WEVE,
VINCE CALLANAN
the 2 ABC stations you can buy for
WNHC, New Haven, Conn. the price of ONE Duluth station!
Your 1 August issue gave Applause
to a book published by Standard Rate
& Data Service, Inc., entitled Spot Radio Promotion Handbook.
Kindly clarify when this series of
publications or this specific book will
be published, and from what source
they may be obtained. Everyone is interested in reducing waste in broadcast
time selling.
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Look closely at your new horizon.
These are not the shapes of things

to come, but of things already here.

For in Autumn 19-19. television in
its full proportions is clearly

visible...creating a new pattern
of living and buying in America.
In this pattern, the habit of tuning
to CBS Television is firmly fixed

-held

fast by powerful programming

like The Goldbergs ...Studio One...

Arthur Godfrey...Ed 115.nn... llama

...Suspense...Inside U.S.A....
And as they tune to CBS be sure
,_;,

:::.
.ttt)

they see your product among those
'

of America's great advertisers
.
I
.

_

-

making sharp. lasting impressions

today and tomorrow.

CBS television
FIRST IN AUDIENCES

Sharp decline noted
in job lay -offs

Commerce Department finds
down trend leveling off
Department of Commerce reports the value of the gross
national product in the second quarter of 1949 was down
2% from the first quarter. The decline came largely
in inventories, it was said, as fixed investment was stable,
consumers' expenditures were steady, and government purchases increased.
FTC orders Toni

to alter advertising
Toni Company (See Mr. Sponsor, page 14) has agreed to
an FTC stipulation to modify "Toni twin" advertising,
cutting out representation that the "coiffure of the twin
with the Toni wave was done by herself or by an amateur
when it actually was effected by a professional hair stylist."
National Hairdressers and Cosmetologists Assn. protested
against Toni advertising, but has done little on its own to
promote beauty -shop business from the invasion of home
hairdos.

New minimum wage level
would lift buying power
Legislation passed by the Senate boosting the nation's
minimum wage from 40 to 75 cents an hour would help
to boost buying power. The joker, however, is that employees of some major businesses, such as retailing, would
not be affected. National Retail Dry Goods Assn. says
that under an amendment to this bill retailers are exempted, "so long as 50 per cent of their business is done
in their own state and 75 per cent of their sales are made
at retail."

Nation's doctors raise
$2,000,000 war chest
Assessments on members of American Medical Assn. thus
far have raised more than $2,000,000 to help AMA fight
the Truman health insurance program. Dr. Ernest E.
Irons, president, and Dr. E. L. Henderson. president elect of AMA are presenting its viewpoint at meetings in
Washington, New York, Chicago, and other cities. The
AMA has yet to include paid advertising in its promotion
plans.
10

Steady slackening in the rate of new industrial lay -offs has
been reported recently by the Bureau of Employment
Security. In the week ended 20 August, first claims, indicating new unemployment, totaled 259,207. This was
31,893 less than in the previous week.
Truman hears business
is more cheerful
Several cabinet members told President Truman recently
that the nation's economic morale is improving. Labor
Secretary Tobin said that the cost -of- living index had declined a bit from the month before, and Commerce Secretary Sawyer, reporting on findings in an extensive tour,
found that business men were optimistic and conditions
promised to remain steady.
Steel rate rises
to 85% of capacity
Washington was cheered by reports from Pittsburgh that
national steel production had turned upward to 85 per cent
of theoretical capacity.
Steel men are divided as to
whether the present level will last through the fall. But
the automobile industry, a major steel consumer, continues
to produce at high levels. General Motors turned out
291,383 cars and trucks in August, as compared with
254.662 in July. Chevrolet, Buick. and Packard were
among producers turning in new records.
Movie engineers ask
theater TV network
Society of Motion Picture Engineers has requested FCC to
authorize frequency allocations for theater television. A
TV theater network, they said, would provide instantaneous service to a large part of the American people, and
would be important in a time of emergency. RCA will
demonstrate theater -TV and drive -in equipment at the
theater -equipment convention and trade show in Chicago
26 September.

Sales of manufacturers

decline slightly
July sales of all manufacturing companies declined 6c7c
to $15,000,000,000, as compared with $16,500,000,000 in
June, the Commerce Department reported. Sales of durable goods companies dropped from $7,100,000,000 to
$6,300,000,000, while sales of non -durable goods were off
from $9,400,000,000 to $8,700,000,000. Largest decreases
were in food, beverages, and textiles.

British publication
to aid sales in U.S.
To promote British products in the United States and
Canada, the British Board of Trade has endorsed publication of British News, described as "a show window for
world shoppers," which will be sent free each month to
some 20.000 buyers. Publisher is British News, Inc., 1631
K St., N.W., Washington. Warren S. Lockwood is president and Frederick B. Osier vice -president and general
manager of the firm.
NAB acts to add
TV directors
With 32 TV stations now members, NAB has taken steps
to add TV members to its board of directors. According
to the by -laws, TV stations may be represented on the
board when NAB has at least 25 of such members.
SPONSOR
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lertly, day and night, programs of 50,000 -watt WOAI
cascade through the great Southwest! Music, news, drama,
quiz, market reports, public interest features ... all and
more provide entertainment, information and relaxation to
western millions!
Blanketing 67 primary counties in South Texas alone
while the sun is shining ... the dominant appeal of "The
Famous Brand Station" grows even more intense when the

moon rises ... showering service into 142 primary counties
in 6 states - -- Arizona, Colorado, Louisiana, Oklahoma, New
Mexico and Texas! (Based on BMB Study No. 1)
Sales Management has compiled late facts on the
people who make up this vast WOAI market ... how many
there are, what they earn, what they do with their $$$.
Boiled down from 33 full -sized ledger pages, the total
figures tell this astounding story:

*NIGHT

DAY
PULAT1ON
texas Only

TAL FAMILIES
texas Only

D1O FAMILIES
texas Only

PRIMARY SECONDARY
783,200
1,377,700
1,377,700
737,500
381,500
220,600
381,500
207,500
331.310
161,100
331,310
152,130

TERTIARY
3,687,600
1,559,800
1,002 400
433,600

TOTALS
5.848,500
3,675,000
1,604 500
1 022,600
955,548
516,760

794 448
364,630
BMB Estimate 1948
$1,064,072,000 $562,306,000 $2.297,944 P00 $3.924.322,000
TAIL SALES
1,064,072,000 520,716,000 1,114,582,000 2,699,370,000
texas Only
877.766,000
240,168,000 127,735,000
509.863,000
OD SALES
240,168,000 119,206,000
265,227.000
624,601,000
rexas Only
f 18.332,000
49,174.000
257,866,000
111,292,000
N. MDSE SALES
283,555,000
111,292,000
46,190,000
126,073 000
texas Only
134,342,000
33,462,000
19,457.000
81,423,000
.VG SALES
95,612,000
43,872,000
33,462,000
18,278,000
texas Only
85.708,000
146,341,000
37,177,000
23,456,000
HOLD -FURN -RADIO
43,817,000
103,292.000
texas Only
37,177,000
22,298,000
1.519.788,000 747,455,000 3,037.609,000 5,304.852.000
T E. B. 1.
1,519,788,000 704,246.000 1,493,320,000 3,717,354 000
texas Only
3,219
3,374
3,110
3,173
T AVG. INCOME
3,374
3.223
3,318
3,305
R FAMILY
texas Only

TERTIARY
6,086.400

SECONDARY
2,344,500
958,900
626,700
269,700
513,760
536,440
221,420
456,530

PRIMARY

POPULATION

2,386,200
1,960,800
660,200
546,900

Texas Only

TOTAL FAMILIES
Texas Only
RADIO FAMILIES
Texas Only

BMB Estimate 1948

RETAIL SALES
Texas Only

888,087,000
1,577,671,000
411,514,000
351,959,000
193,548,000
165,299,000

$1

FOOD SALES
Texas Only
GEN. MDSE. SALES
Texas Only
DRUG SALES
63,848,000
Texas Only
55,079,000
H- HOLD -FURN -RADIO
64,119,000
Texas Only
56,774,000
NET E. B. 1.
2,503,198,000
Texas Only
2,133,602,000
NET AVG. 1NCOME
3,231
PER FAMILY
3,461
Texas Only

1,454,900
1,664,900
409,600

1,367,350
334,600

454,287,000 $4,048,304,000
637,429,000 1,063,820,000
902,397,000
322.945,000
153.907,000
244,244,000
150 708,000
430.865,000
56,241,000
137,532,000
45,919,000
128 005,000
22,118,000
39,510,000
57,057,000
185,841,000
28,813,000
55,878,000
1,965,819,000 5.352.612,000
876,768,000 1,500 073,000
3,238
3,185
3,185
3,198

$1

TOTALS
10,817,000
4,404,600
2,951,800
1,226,200
2,417,550
1,012,550
$7,390,678,000
3,278,920,000
1,636,856,000
750,110,000
755,121.000
359,072,000
237,772,000
116,707,000
307,017,000
141,465,000
9,821,629,000
4,510,443,000
3.218
3,281

Copr. 1949 Sales Management Survey of Buying
Power; further reproduction not licensed.
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esented by EDWARD PETRY & CO., INC. - New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, Detroit, St. Louis, Dallas San Francisco, Atlanta, Boston
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Radio
ALBU-QUERQI 1.
BEAUMONT
BOISE
BOSTON -SPRINGFIELD

KOH

KFDM
KDSH
\VBZ -WBZA

BUFFALO
\\MGR
CHARLESTON, S. C.
\VCSC
COLUMBIA, S. C.
\VIS
CORPUS CHIUS'I'I
KRIS
DAVENPORT
'VOC
DES MOINES
WI I0
DENVER
KVOD
DULUTII
\VDSM
FARGO
\VDAY
FT. WAYNE
\\'OWO
FT. WORTH -DALLAS
\\BmP
HONOLULU -HILO
KGMB -KI IBC
HOUSTON
K \YZ
INDIANAPOLIS
WISH
KANSAS CITY
KMBC -KFR\I
LOUISVILLE
WAVE
MINNEAPOLIS -ST. PAUL
WTC\
NEW YORK
\VMCA
NORFOLK
\\'CI I
OMAHA
KFAB
PEORIA -l'USCOLA
\VMBD -WDZ
PHILADELPHIA
KY \V
PITTSBURGH
KDKA
PORTLAND. ORE.
KEN
RALEIGH
WPTF
ROANOKE
W DBJ
ST. LOUIS
KSD
SEATTLE
KIRO
SYRACUSE
\\'FBI,

Television
BALTIMORE
FT. \`'O RT I I - DA LLA S
LOUISVILLE
MINNEAPOLIS -ST. PAUL
NEW YORK
ST. LOUIS
SAN FR:\NCISCO

12

\\'1\\I
W11 VE-TV

\VTCN = rV
\VP1X
KSI)-TV
KRON-TV

P&P Colonels are constantly "on the road,"
visiting every station we represent, talking with
hundreds of important manufacturers, agencies
and distributors. The result is a most complete
and intimate knowledge of broadcasting, where
it happens, and where it works for you.

SPONSOR

MET
COLONEL
71e

F

ee.Dg

Coce4

Sam,

p,
99

eloo

®

Da#41

slant travel and exchange of ideas. we learn
a lot of valuable things for you. By field
work in the actual markets the serve. we
learn the practical facts which often elude
"home offices," yet which may determine
the success of your advertising. . . .

LD Colonel F&P really gets around.
Last year alone he racked up over 131,417
miles by plane and train (and even 2,557
miles by steamship!), visiting his customers
and the stations he represents!

But this is wanderlust with a purpose!

"Getting around.' is just part of what
makes us Free & Peters Colonels effective
in helping our customers do profitable national -spot radio and television. We'd like
to show you how effective. J
ive?

The 22 of us here at Free & Peters (who
are the Old Colonel) know that we've got to
get out and see people to keep up -to -date on
national spot radio and television. By con-

ey

ETERS, INC.
Pioneer Radio and Television Station Representatives
Since 1932
NEW YORK
ATLANTA

DETROIT
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RT11
FT. WORTH

CHICAGO

HOLLYWOOD

SAN FRANCISCO
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For Profitable

Selling

151/ø
ÍWD?
WILMINGTON
DELAWARE

WEST
EASTON
PENNSYLVANIA

WKBO

Mr. Sponsor

HARRISBURG

Richard N. Harris*
President
Toni, Inc. (Div. of Gillette Safety Razor Co.), Chicago

PENNSYLVANIA

Eleven years after he bought a collapsing cosmetic firm for
$5000. 36 -year -old. rotund, verbose, genial Richard Neison Harris
miraculously transformed it into the nation's leading manufacturer
of cold -wave home -permanent kits, the Toni Company. and sold it
to the Gillette Company for $20,000,000 in January 1948.
It was in 1943 that the Yale graduate decided to make home
permanent -wave kits. He spent $25,000 to market his Rol-Waveproduct and sold it for 25c a box. Rol -Wave flopped. Harris
attributes this to psychological resistance on the part of women,
claiming that they balked at buying something for 25e which ordinarily sells for $10 to $15.
In 1944 he again invaded the home -permanent market. With
$1000 "Wishbone" Harris (the nickname stems from his craving
for turkey and chicken wishbones) started the Toni Company and
made an improved product with a fixed price pf S1.25. Retailer
reluctance to add any new kits to already overstocked shelves almost
prevented Toni front reaching the public. During this critical period,
super -salesman Harris personally visited obdurate retailers and
battered them into submission with an overpowering pitch about theadvantages of his product. The following year Toni had snared 35;ó
of the expanding home -permanent market. as sales soared to the
million-dollar mark.
Toni began using radio in 1946 with a series of spot testimonials
in selected areas. During the last six months of 1946. sales on theWest Coast, where Toni was using radio as its major advertising
medium. leaped 300%. Pleased with the results of its radio campaigns. the company in 1947 allocated $2,000,000 of its S3.500,000.
ad budget to broadcast advertising. With sales continuing to skyrocket. Toni spent $4.000,000 to sponsor four network shows in
1948. By the end of the ) ear 85r1 of all kit users became Toni
converts. This year the firm is again expected to spend S4,000,000
of an estimated $7,000,000 advertising budget for radio. Currently
being sponsored by Toni are Give and Take and the soaper This Is
Nora Drake.
.

WGAL
LANCASTER
PENNSYLVANIA

Cloir

R.

M<Colloogh

Managing Dn.cior

Represented by

ROBERT
A

S

S

MEEKER
O

Angeles
Son francisco
Los

C

I

A

T

E

S

New York
Chicago

STEINMAN STATIONS
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Seen, left, with his brother and executive v.p., Irving Marris.
SPONSOR

TELEVISION STATION!
LARGEST
WORLD'S

KECA-TV

LOSANGEL

S

on the air September 16
ABC's FIFTH Owned and Operated Television Station in a Key Sales
Market Newest Link in the Powerful ABC Television Network

-

Now ABC -and only ABC -has its Owned and Operated television stations in five of the six major markets
in America! Thus, ABC now offers you a distribution
of TV stations that cannot be matched by any other

broadcasting company.

And in Los Angeles, ABC offers you facilities

unlimited-including:
Two largest television stages in the world (238' x
105' and 175' x 94'), each with 4 cameras, complete switching arrangements.

Two auxiliary studios.
Two remote facilities set -ups, each with 3 cameras.

Fully equipped theatre seating 300 people.
Two rehearsal halls.
Six private dressing rooms, complete facilities for

male and female chorus groups.

Complete 35 -mm facilities.
Complete 16-mm facilities with Balopticon, 2 slide
cameras, small screening theatre seating 25.
1.

Executive offices

7. Maintenance

2. Sales, Auditing, Publicity, Promotion

8. Auxiliary studio

offices
3. Dressing rooms, Wardrobe offices

10. Master Controls

4. Sound Stage
S.

6. Programming and Production offices

The

9. Soundstage with theatre

11.

Auxiliary Studio

Complete audio facilities.

Guard House, PBX Room,

Receptionist
film vaults

12. Fireproof

efficient way to sell your products is to use ABC -TV

... in New York WJZ -TV Channel 7
Giant television center
... in Chicago WENR -TV Channel 7
Tallest TV Touer ìu Chicago
... in Detroit WXYZ-TV Channel 7
Detroit's ,,,ost modern equipment
... in San Francisco KGO -TV Channel 7
1362 feet above sea level
... in Los Angeles KECA -TV Channel 7
A

23 -acre

TV studio

12 SEPTEMBER 1949

Complete production department for building sets,
props and handling lighting.

ABC-TV gives you top service as well as top facilities.
You buy from one -and only one- representative; he
handles ALL your television problems.

ABC

TELEVISION

American Broadcasting Company
15

of the National Guard Mercy Plane preceding
midnight takeoff far Boston to pick up Iran Lung. KVOO
Reporter Bab Janes, right, accompanied the crew and kept
KVOO listeners informed by telephone interview from Boston.
Crew

Bob Janes, KVOO News Reporter, left, and
Bryce Twitty, Administrative Director of Tulsa's

Hilkrest Memorial Hospital, visiting with young
Polio victim in the Iran Lung flown to Tulsa
by National Guard Plane.

Response from the listener

is the best yardstick by which to
measure the success of any station. It's action on the part
of the listener that counts!

KVOO listeners always respond, just as they did on

July 13, 1949, 10:00 P.M.
KVOO news department broadcasts urgent appeal for
3 additional iron lungs to aid local polio victims.

RESPONSE
Additional iron lungs dispatched by two distant hospitals
who heard

broadcast, and one purchased by local
chapter American Women's Voluntary Services! Oklahoma Air National Guard sends mercy plane to Boston
to pick up lung purchased by AWVS. Bob Jones, KVOO
newscaster goes along and reports by telephone
interview to KVOO listeners!

July 28, 1949, 12:00 Noon
KVOO broadcasts second appeal for additional iron
lungs.

RESPONSE
fire hours after broadcast four additional iron
lungs are obtained! Air National Guard again wings
way to Boston to bring back lung purchased by Tulsa
Jewish Community Council!
Within

is a story of response which came quickly,
eagerly from KVOO listeners when a need was made known!

This, in brief,

NBC Affiliate

T

Through the years advertisers have learned, over and over
again, that response from listeners is quick and at low cost
over KVOO, Oklahoma's Greatest Station!

When you want response, you want KVOO!

RADIO STATION KVOO
EDWARD PETRY AND CO., INC. NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
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New National Selective Business
PRODUCT

SPONSOR
American Chirle Co.

AGENCY
Badger

(:hewing /;001

American Cranberry
Ecehmtge
K. Arakrlian. loe.

Eat mor

Cranberries

isúon Bell

Parking Co.

61111&1)

1N.

l'.)

1',111 rag

X Ito biram

1.)

1.N.

1

Carter Prodnrts. Inc.

Kenyon X Eckhardt
I N. V.)
Rrdlield -Jobe.
(N. 1.)
Ted Ram. ( N. N.)

Chrysler Corp. (Dodge

Dodge rara

RuthrauH X Ryan

Garrett & Co.

Virginia Dare Wines

General Foods Corp.

Frosted food.

Block Drug Co.

^ivis)an)

(Bird. -Eye-Snider
Div.)

l.irr

Pill.

Kellogg Co.

Kellogg's l'yp

Morton Mfg. Co.

Chap Stick

I tole( t

Alexander Smith X Sons
Carpet Co
tmeriean Cigarette & Cigar
Co I Pall Mall)

Artistic ',emendations I lie
P. Ballantiue & Sons

(Brrr)

Ríg.Inw.Sanfnrd Carpet Co
Blalz Brewing Co
Barden Co
lir..w n X Williamson Tohace,, Corp I Viceroy
Cigarettes)
Cameo Curtains lite
Canada liry Ginger Ale Inc
:hes rate) Dealer.
Chevrolet Motor 1)i. isiou
Dnßv Molt Co Inc
l'rodnels)
(C
Es.o Standard Oil Co
Flo -Bar Li 010 el
1 ;eneral
Baking Co
Bread)
I Bond
1

:emeral Food. Corp

Birdeeye)
General Time Corp
(Seth Thomas. Clocks )
:
General 'Fire Instrument Co
Good II amor lee Cream Co
A. Goodman & San.
Noodle.)
Habitant Soup Co

Pepsi -Cola

In

1

ne

.
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next

i.45111':

:
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F:.,. spots,

11rí

wk.

11

52 wk.

I ;

mkt.
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1.)

eta; 40.30

E.t. spots; ntid-Sep on; Ia mks

mkt..

I:.t. .pots, break e; Sep 19;

Iudef

3

I:

)

(major nuklsl
I majar

26

;

1

:.1 tel

.sep

E.I. spots; Sep 3, 8-12 wk.

(Major enkts)
limited oat!
campaign

alit 0,1

break

break.; Lot..

13 wk.
E.,. ..profs; Sep 18; I.1 wk-

I Epanding

I

I

Earl. a.m. parli«; alit (1.t 1;

mkt.)

xarrexzí,'r i 3 week ,'tie «netto. It

:Of

wk.
wk.

1:1

bier, to ea Herlhrl ion fit the )11l

(Network and Selective)

NET OR STATIONS

PROGRAM, time, start, duration

Anderson. Ila is X
Plane
Sullivan, Stauffer. Colwell X Ila.les
llir.hon- Garfield
J. K alter Thamp.on

hTLA, L. A.

Film spot.: Sept 19;

\VNUII, Wash.

Filet spots; stag 2;

CBS-TV nel

Film annrmt.: Sept 21): 13 wk. 1.1
fonrnameul of Champions: \\ r.l O.1

I n nag

X Ibtbieant
Kamm-. Farrell, Chrslev
X Clifford
I dung X linbieant
Teel Bates

CBS-TV net

K'CISS-TV, N. V.

Film spots; tog 3: 52 wk. Utl
Film ,pot : tom 29; 13 wk. tal

W. L. Sloan
M. llalh.s

Q'NBQ, (:1ti.
WADI). N. Y.
BV:ISS-Tl'. N. Y.
CBSTV net

Filn. spots t Sept 1t 1 :1 wk. 1111
Filin spots before football games for retire season; Sept 21 1111
Film spots; Sept 1; 13 wk. r)
Inside USA; Th 8 :311 -9 pot rra alternate weeks starling Sept 29;

J.

Campbrll.Ewald
Campbell-Ewald
g &

1

Mar.ehalk

RuLiraw
Pratt

X

Jackson

;'(:B9-TV,

N.

l.

K'NBK. Cle.r.

qC1iJ'l'V.

N.
R NISQ, Chi.

I.

1:IiS.TI' net
\l'NISK', K ash.

l\'NIIC,

B1111&1)

New

1:I wk..

wk. lit

13

1

It)

1

I

Ila.rn

I

pm; Oct

Bigelow -Sanford Slaw : \\ rd 9.9:30 pre.:
Film spots; tug 9; A wk. (n)

\Vll \II, Ballet.

BBD& I)
B. A. Stebbins
Al Paul Lefton

KPT'L, Phila.
KNBII, Hollywood
\VABM N. 1.

Filet spots; Ans 29;

Cyclone .Malone.: Su-Tb 6 :45 -7 pm: .tug
Film spot.; 11et 17; 13 wk. (u)

Sheldon, Quirk X

WARD, N. V.

Fibo .pouts; Sept 13; 26 wk- 1u)

Ke ien.Narntao
S. R. Leo 11

R111Z-T%.

Boston

Toreng X Rabiean,

R.\UD, N. Y.
CDS-T net

Blaine -TI
Biow

CBS.TV net
\VCISS=fV. N. Y.

Lehnen L Mitchell
Foote, Cone & Deleting
i,-1111

\VNIIT. N. 1.
\lN1ST, N. Y.

Broadcast

S(1/es

Film atutrntls: Sept 22;
13

13

1:1

wk.

wk. l

k.

w

1

..

)

o t

Inl

wk. 1r)

1

1

t

52 wk.

1

Slides: Sept 6t 26 se It. (11)
Film spots: Sept 7: 15 wks 1n)
8 -8:311 pat: Oet 3; 52 es L. In)
Silver Theatre:
Film spots; Aim 2 :3: 26 wk. (r)
Film at ur t,tt.: Ong 2: 13 wks lu)
Mewing Prize Party: l'n 7-7:30 inn wept 211; 52 wk.
Filin :untrntl.; sent 6t 52 wk. In)

ee

l

on Net works, Sponsor Personnel (.ha/(/¿('s,
Executive Changes, New Agency A p poi ntn(Pnls

New and Renewed

32 wk- 1r)

Tonight On Broadway t Su 7-7:311 put; Om 2; 52 wk. In)
Film spot.; sept 15: 4 wits 1us )
Thin` signals; Aug 29; 1:3 wk. lai

BItD&11

lleEirov

:.

3. 52

Filin .pot.; Sept 21); 39 wk. (n)

Film .pots; .tag 2;

WM Al...

t

111)

Phila.
\\ ash.
IVABD. N. N.
K'FI1..

Ili

1

52 wits

11111)& 11

1

Liebman.. Drew eel...
Messing Baking Co

break.; alit

:.t. spot..

mkt.

Fall aun,, pro mot1011)
200 .ta; 21)11 mists

1

Gnntbhmer 1N. V.)

1

Donor Brand Frosted Foods
Inkograph Co
International Silver Ca
Lehn & Fink Product. Corp

3.50

sea

Kenyon X Eckhardt

AGENCY

l:.t.

Indef

Illeasy fall shed)

New and Renewed Television

SPONSOR

.; early fall;

:.t. stmts. Irmak.; early Sep:

Major mkt,. only)
100 sla: 60 mkt.

*Station lint art el preevnl. although ncore may be added later.
(Piftlil ro Urrkx generally Urernte a 13.ererk «umrar pith Notioux Jar
of any 13uerk period)

t?

01111,,..show

w

-easemal

)

wk

1:3

(

( N. V.)
RulhranH X Ran
1 N.
Y.)
Vonng X Rubicaau
(N. l.)

1N.

l'art i, in

50 eta; 20 mkt,

pr
25.30 still; 25 mkt
Major mkt.. only)

(Iloliday

\Ines

E.t. break.; crp S.

It.

(

Vari,, u. food
pr ,,duels
l'ari,, u. patent
drug product.
Carter's Little

Beech -Ant

lode( : 200 utkts
ing fall .rhrd)

Browning

and Hersey

IN. Y.)

CAMPAIGN, start, duration

STATIONS -MKTS

1
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(Continued)

New and Renewed Television
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II

iha .pun;

In)

5' Ia ..k, ( n)
o)
I ; 13 ak.
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opt

I

U %Iill, N. 1.
U Nlt'l', N. 1.

Itoxh,g; U rd 9 ; :I5 Inn tu runt lulun; Sept
I ilm 'put.; Jul. 25; 32 wk. In)
iln. 'put.; Sept II; 13 nk. (n)

%Illl.

N.

U

NIt1,

\

I

It,'I1

1.

NIth, CI.u.

K

Walter Thump-on

I

K NItT, N. 1.

11
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nk.
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Fd

t

ITnil.t

o

U
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1I,1.
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110-.rl ll. seed.
N. U.
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111t
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Station Representation Changes
KI It(:, Cedar Rapid. la.

Chilippia,. lira:.
ira,,.i, Itndio,

,

a..iu;:

%I

I

NEW NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE

AFFILIATION

STATION
,.rl.,

11

It

Ils

llll.,

:soda

1l relia

Ta.

Independent
Independent

st. L.

,.Smith

Hrprr.ent at i. r.. for I'. S.
leer Itnrroff, for Soul h, south. en
I:ord..u- )iar.i all

%IIIS

Advertising Agency Personnel Changes
NAME
Ilarrl Itinfur,l Jr
llnnal.l A.
Haid ll, Itrown

Pinn. S. I.
renal:. Allaula
Itri.ancer, U heeler, L. 1.. I,, .ego plan.
h a.tur, Farrell. I:he.lcy .' Clifford. N.

Hill (:alai. an

1.cv

Itahco,k

K eith

Ilr.r

Herbert
Edmund

11.

Arthur II. Ilia Jr
Leonard

Erikson

P.

Itodnr. F:rirk.on
Faith Fella.

lea. 11. Fen., irk

trthur

K'.

I

1l iteitell S.

ielden

1rna..leis.
Hnhert I. I:arer
Holaml Ciurli
llihuu
Iman

f
W.

%Ihert

I.

1

.

Ilarl,onr

Ila.

F:dna
J.

Hamilton

flare, ilooell.

Robert I. Jarkcon
Frank t. harne.
John Ilayr. Kell.
Thoma. II. Lane
1l arg u,ritr Lrnn ardi

Irin
(till

IL

LeI,.

Lip.,

lame.

\iand.r.

It

Grea,rn 11itrhe11
K alle, llonroe
U
J.

ill;:uu
I

.

I1.

Har..

11...rr

Iler,.don (Mier Jr

lark frier.

lei hem l'upprnberg
I rank
N. Itigglo
Ilildred sander.
Tucker scot;
I red .. s,rgenlan
,Inrhn 1.. ',oath
11. an II, son.merf,rld

lrnold

N.

Sternberg

Kenneth II. Thuoq,.ou

I)..n Tamkln.
r;mei. II. ton 1/e. enter
Ileadle ,t. U alkcr

krill.

l.,

Beet

a

1

1114. K

Itichar.l.,

V,

l'.,

..

rile.

acct

..c

l,.n.ng 8 Huh ira,,., N. l.. T. ...Iter.
Las mare C. Gwnbinner, N. 1..
.p
1. Fatua I.o, Toronto
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IOWA "BARN RADIOS"
HELP WITH MILK IN G!
(The New Iowa Radio Audience Survey Proves It!)

THE Iowa Radio Audience Survey is
a complete study of radio listening habits in Iowa. The new 1949 Edition even
tells how many Iowa barns are equipped
with radio -how many Iowa men and
women feel that radio helps with their

milking -how many think that radio
makes their cows produce more milk!
In addition to much new data, the
Twelfth Edition gives up -to -date information on station and program preferences, time of most listening, amount
of listening outside the home, multiple set ownership, etc. The Survey gives the
complete radio picture for Iowa as a
whole, as well as for each of the State's
99 counties.
This important and authoritative Sur-

vey is now on Ille presses. Write today

to reserve your free copy!
.;,cThe 1949 Iowa Radio Audience Survey is a "must"
for every advertising, sales or marketing man who is
interested in Iowa.
The 1949 Edition is the twelfth annual study of
radio listening habits in Iowa. It was made by Dr.
based on perF. L. Whan of Wichita University
sonal interviews with over 9,000 Iowa families, scientifically selected from cities, towns, villages and farms
all over the State.
As a service to the sales, advertising and research
professions, WHO will gladly send a copy of the 1949
Survey to anyone interested in the subjects covered.

-is

ffor

Iowa

PLUS +

Des Moines . . . 50,000 Watts
Col. li. J. Palmer, l'resideut
P. A. Loset, Resident Manager

FREE & PETERS, INC.
National Representatives
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New developments on tiI'O\SOI: stories
See: "Gardening -America's
Issue: June 1948, p. 34

i Subject

:

fop hobby"

Limited- but -loyal listening fo
gardening programs has a
sales pay -off.

Gardening is continuing its Uhl ar(I trend as America's
most-practiced indoor- outdoor hobby. At the saute time.
gardening programs in radio and TV. which offer both
the neophy to dirt -dabber and the expert plant -breeder the
latest hints and information regarding the earthy pastime,
are continuing to play their parallel roles as information
centers for gardeners and as real broadcast advertising
selling vehicles.
One typical example of this power to sell the radio
gardening audience on products zinc) services of value to
thews is the results obtained recently
a KNBC, San
Francisco. program called //ore Does Your Carden Crone?
Albert \Nilson. a Northern California gardening expert
%%ho conducts the program. wrote a book on gardening.
It was offered on the program. not as the usual "for -free"
gardening pamphlet. but as a direct -mail book offer for
S3.75. a high price among radio's direct -mail offers.
The results. while not comparable to the best of (Iireetmail returns received by stations which specialize in this
field. were nevertheless a pleasant surprise for KNBC.
The program was heard in the K NBC listening area in a
marginal time period, Sundays 8:30 -9 :01) a.m.- -a time
slot most agencies consider to have little selling power.
But the Wilson book, after only II air announcements in
eight weeks on lion: Does Your Carden Grow ?, pulled
in 1900 returns at $3.75 each on the original edition of
2000. This (tear- sellout is just the latest example of how
gardening shows sell to a limited- but -loyal audience.

p

See:
I

ssue
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:
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Subject:

.let whet you pay for

August 1949,
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Minneapolis, finds a
working plan to cut rates
without cutting prestige.
KSTP,

Abort 20'r of the i \1 stations in the nation are currently cutting rates to both national and local advertisers. Few of the major "powerhouse" stations are so far
involved in this practice, but growing competition in the
chase for the fast buck is staking many changes. So far,
most rate cuts have had the effect of snaking leading agencies either retrench their spot -campaign purchases, or else
go bargain -hunting like a housewife in ,\1acy's basement.
One station among the country's key outlets, Minneapolis' KSTP, has evolved a working formula to get new
business without losing the considerable prestige the station has built. In announcing KS'IP-s latest raie card.
sales v.p, Miller Robertson said: "Both agencies and advertisers are lweoming more and more interested in longer, hard -sell copy . .. in order to ring the cash register.
for one -minute availabiliAgencies are requesting us
ties, rather than for station breaks."
Unable to fulfill this demand, KSTP has concentrated
on Making station breaks a more attractive buy. Other
service types are not affected. Station breaks (all hours)
have been stretched from 30 words to 50 (15 seconds to
201 on KSTP. and daytime breaks have been reduced in
price 25'; . The net result has been to give an advertiser
using daytime station breaks four impressions for the
price he used to pay for three. KSTP's new station -break
prices are right there in the rate card where anyone can
we them. Behind the rate reduction. and a new 624 -time
bulk discount. is alert plannin;. Thinking of agency
needs first is the real secret.

...

From mountain goat to city slicker, from the first crack of dawn on the banks of
the Hudson to the setting sun on the Ozarks, the song of America is the song of
the prairie. Music that helped push the Covered Wagon across the western plains,
music that told of a dying day and a new tomorrow -this is America's music
whether it be in Two Forks, Nebraska or right here in New York where
13,000.000 people live in an area smaller than a Texas ranch.
Rosalie Allen, nationally acclaimed sweetheart of the prairie, presents her program of America's music nightly on WOV from 9 to 11:00 P.M. Her loyal
responsive audience 64% of whom are women has a record of sales results and
listener loyalty that keeps her program in constant demand.
WOV has recently completed a special Audience Audit on Rosalie Allen's
Prairie Stars a program of proven sales effectiveness for every type of household
product. We would like to show you how you can "TAKE THE GUESS OUT
OF 13UYiNG" by buying

PRAIRIE STARS
Originators of

RALPH N. WEIL, Gen. Mgr.
The Bolling Company.

Notional Representatives
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eitzeinnati l 7zvat,te
7QIGVL!jioh
The ,QuQition:

Sta ti!an /

"WHICH IS YOUR FAVORITE TELEVISION STATION ?"

The -answat:

WCPO-TV

TV- STATION 'B'

TV- STATION 'C'

36.8%

6.5%

56.1°'°
14Q'uQ2t[on:

"ALL

3

STATIONS ARE TELEVISING THE FOOTBALL GAME** TONIGHT.

WHICH CHANNEL ARE YOU LOOKING AT NOW? "

-Onswat:

WCPO-TV

412 °:

'Complete data, including affidavit on file at
WCPO -TV, Cincinnati,

TV- STATION 'B'

36.3%

TV- STATION 'C'

16.5%
"Night

of August 20,

1949

Ohio.

A

Represented by the
BRANHAM COMPANY
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ScrippsHoward

Radio Station
Affiliated with the
CINCINNATI POST

P. S.:

August PULSE just

released also shows
WCPO -TV in First Place.
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Radio's Most
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Quarter -Hour

Show...
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FIRST TO GET THE STORY OF
N,

SMASH-HIT,*-HOUR SHOW!

IT'S THE SENSATIONALLY SUCCESSFUL ANSWER TO YOUR DEMAND
FOR A HARDER -SELLING PROGRAM!

dere's today's most refreshing, most informal,
Host informative show! Here's today's new
istening habit-"Meet The Menjous." It's
Jaying off for sponsors with bigger audiences,
'aster sales, greater profits-at lower cost! That
he public prefers the new and exciting "Meet
the Menjous" technique is evidenced by the
nstant and sensational success of this power )acked program wherever it is running!
Chere's magic in the MENJOU name -sales
nagic that enables your sponsors to capitalize
m theit fame. The readily -recognized Menjou
'aces- publicized by powerful promotion on
tundreds of great Hollywood movies -lend
hemselves perfectly to hard -selling, localized
:ampaigns that are hitting the jackpot for
esuli-minded sponsors!

0
o

N.

Y

HERALD TRIBUNE
been
has

,Convershotnof
given a
adrenaline"

expected

" MENJOU" NAME

IS OPEN SESAME TO
BIGGER AUDIENCES AT LOWER COST!

The combination of the increasingly popular
"Meet The Menjous" programming technique,
plus the terrific nation -wide acceptance for the
big, box -office "Menjou" name accounts for
the instant success of this sensational program!
Listeners are impressed with the glamour and
magic of Adolphe Menjou and Verree Teasdale
Menjou -regard them as America's most
happily married Iollywood couple -consistently tune in to them because they represent today's most vital and charming sounding
board of American folk, fact, and fancy.
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NORTH CAROLINA IS THE SOUTH'S
NUMBER ONE STATE

AND NORTH CAROLINA'S

NoI
50,000 WATTS 680

SALESMAN

RALEIGH, N.

KC

FREE

NBC AFFILIATE

is
C.

& PETERS, INC.

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
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PARTICIPANTS IN "TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES" MAY WIN

Apart from legal and moral considerations of what
is
lottery,
and what is not
what exactly are giveaway shows?
And, are they good forms of radio
and visual programing?
A lot depends on whose yardstick
is being used to do the measuring. In
the eyes of the networks and producers
who have multi -million- dollar investments in giveaway programing, such
shows "have high entertainment value
and are listened to with enjoyment by
millions of people daily." In the eyes
of the FCC and the nation's press. as
well as a vocal minority of the air audience, giveaways are lotteries, and

-
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BUT THE ENTERTAINMENT FACTOR

PREDOMINATES

when enlIhrl;Ailment
outweighs die somethingfor-noi hing faelor

yes

good programing?
Over -all

-"

.,

LARGE LOOT,

Are giveaways

kV

. . .

ought to be thrown off the air.
There is another yardstick to measure the programs that go on the air
bearing gifts. Its basis is not found in
the labyrinth of legal terminology. It's
not found in rating reports. either. It
is apart from merit and social considerations. What it does result from is
au analysis of the various factors involved in all giveaway shows-the size
and amount of prizes. the "gimmick"
by which they are awarded or won.
the format aid structure of the show,
and the psychological appeal of the
show to an audience. For lack of a
better term, this factor might he called
"strength of giveaway."-

Research findings have shown that
such a factor has a definite existence.
Network findings, agency research
findings, and the work done by independent research firms show that it is
an important factor as well. It was
found, also. as the result of a SPONSOR
study. that the "strength of giveaway"
divided the total number of known
giveaway shows into four distinct
classes, with only a very few borderline cases.
What. then. is the factor of strength
of giveaway. and how does it affect the
entertainment portion of a given program? The answer lies in how big a
part the giveaway gimmick plays in
25

of gireiiirai/.. dirides prize or award

.S/:o:p

Class I
Program

Hollywood Calling
Stop the Music
(also TV)

Sponsor

Nef

Gruen
Lorillard
Smith Bros.,
Speidel

NBC

Sing It Again

Carter Prods.

Name the Movie

Revere Camera

ABC
CBS
ABC

Two of these shows are based on

musical
gimmicks, two on Hollywood questions, buf
all four are built on fhe phone call -gift idea.
The giveaway dominates the show. (Left: Berf
Parks calls a listener in "Stop the Music. ")

/'lass II
Program

Grand Slam
Double or Nothing
Queen for a Day
Bride & Groom

Sponsor

Net

Continental Bkg. CBS
Campbell Soup NBC
Miles Labs
Sterling Drug

MBS

ABC

A dozen network programs in this group
emphasize a strong studio- audience factor,
and place less emphasis on home audiences.
Often, the prize may be bigger than in Class
I shows,
but the listener is not attracted primarily by it. (Left: John Reed King presents
some loot on "Give and Take.")

the actual airing of a show. The few
programs in network radio and TV
that are built from the ground up as
vehicles k) hand out mountains of
prizes have the factor in its strongest
version. Despite the pleas of producers and networks who have such shows
that the "publie insists on them, and
likes them as entertainment," these
shows are not designed primarily for
entertainment. Tlhe% are a Santa Claus
operation basically. This fact is not
guesswork. and has nothing to do with
moral judgments.
Virtually (net.) minute-hi -minute
reaction stud, made by research organizations. on this ty pe of gi%eaway
-how (see "Class 1" listings in illustrationsI rem coals this fact. Whenever the
pace drag, for a moment. whenever

26

"entertainment.' - t h e psychological
craving that the show fulfills for the
listener. Actually. if the joke, or routine. or whatever it is that is making
the listener chafe while he waits for
the telephoning to start, were to be removed from the show, it might well
stack up as "entertainment" on its
own. This is just the point that producers hammer on, albeit largely in
accurately, wlhen seeking a rationalization that will "excuse" monster give aways. However, when the entertainment portion is added to the giveaway,
the h_ pe of listener and the type of
mind that the giveaway appeals to feel
frustrated 1w it. If a "Class I" program were to be built, as programs
reason li). listeners are listening.
like Suspense and Casei-, Crime PhoIn such a case, the giveaway is the tographer were built, by analyzing the
the program's star or master- of -ceromonies departs from the show's format to make jokes or ad -lib a bit, clown
goes the approval rating.
The explanation of this phenomenon
lies in the fact that these programs as
a whole like oysters and olives -are
either liked or disliked intensely Iw
the publie. Those who like the program, when tested, look upon any thing
that stands between therm and the making of the fateful. S50,000 telephone
call as an "obstacle." They actually
resent the mc. when he slows up the
action. Whether or not the audience
is thus -'bought" by the S50.000 phone
gimmick is a moot point. But and
this is the real point it is the main

SPONSOR

tito loari separate grotups
Class III
Sponsor

Program
Professor Quiz
Truth or Consequences
Groucho Marx
Take It or Leave It

Net

General Foods
(e.t. various)
& G
Elgin -Amer.
Eversharp
P

NBC
CBS

NBC

These are audience -participation comedy
programs, usually with a name -star mc. The
prizes may be larger than in "outside" giveaways. Answers to the questions often require
(Right: Borden's "County Fair"
a high I.Q.
produces some highly -involved slapstick.)

Class IV
Program
Twenty Questions
Who Said That

Sponsor
Ronson

Net
MBS

Crosley
NBC -TV

The giveaway factor is weakest among the
few shows in Class IV, which place most stress
on the quiz itself and on the "personality" of
participants. Usually they are panel -type.

(Right: Fred Vanderventer, Florence Rinard,
Bob Feller, Herb Polesie and Bobbie McGuire

appear on "Twenty Questions.")

research findings and then building up
from the findings a program that most
listeners would like most of the time,
such a show would boil down to an
absolute minimum of any kind of entertainment (music, stunts, questions.
etc.)
man, a microphone, and
$1,000,000 in cash. This is the true
giveaway, and any attempt to change
the basic appeal by changing the basic
format would result in an immediate
reaction in ratings. While the program was being overhauled, the ratings
would inevitably go down to a very
low ebb, and then rise slowly as a new
audience was formed. The resultant
audience, even if the program once
more reached zenith ratings that compared with the original, when analyzed
would show an entirely different audi-

-a
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and producers to the FCC rulings,
which would put most of the above
shows out of action after 1 October,
is caused largely by the threat of the
loss of this sizable revenue. At the
same time, the page -one stories, the
jubilant editorials, and the general
"big play" that the giveaway situation
has had in the nation's press and magazines, hard- pressed these days for additional revenue to meet rising expenses, is likewise understandable.
The telephone giveaway vehicle can
be changed from an "outside" giveaway to an "inside" giveaway program. This would mean changing the
'There are other primarily -giveaway show around so that only the studio
shows, usually with a telephone gimmick, in audience will be eligible for the prizes.
radio and TV. If sustaining, they do not So far as the legal aspects of this stove
concern this article. If local and regional,
(Please turn to page 52)
they will follow the lead of these four.
ence structure with only a fraction of

the original audience being carried
over.
The immediate concern of the networks and producers to protect giveaways that fall into this category is
understandable. The four shows most
often blasted for being bonanzas -with
a-telephone represent a multi- milliondollar investment. These four shows
Stop The Music, Sing It Again, Hollywood Calling, and Name the Movie"
-represent alone a direct 1949 gross
time billing figure of exactly $3,565,956. The counterattack of the networks

-
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shock to other tobacco firms used to
thinking of Fatima as appearing under
the "miscellaneous" section of cigarette-brand surveys. are a tribute to
advertising. In particular, they are a
tribute to broadcast advertising, for it
has been with selective and network
radio. backstopped by magazine insertions that in large part grew out of the
radio campaign, that the minor miracle
was achieved. It is also a sterling tribute to the ability of an actor, Basil
Rathbone, to assume the double-barrelled role of salesman and actor for
a cigarette brand most people considered as being "on the way out."
'there was good reason to believe
that Fatina's familiar yellow- and -gold
package ,. ith the red :Maltese cross,
Turkish star and crescent, and veiled
houri was a piece of vanishing Americana. Little or no advertising had been
used to create sales for the brand over
a 30- }ear period. \'hat "advertising"
there was. and it was just about the
only thing that kept the brand alive,
was word -of- mouth. Its sales made
about the saine kind of noise in the
general Liggett & M)ers picture (Chesterfields, Piedmonts. Granger Rough
Cut, Velvet Smoking Tobacco, etc.)
that a popgun would make against a
21 -gun salute from the U.S.S. Missouri.
Fatima, it was felt, had had its day.
The brand appeared first about 1910,
then being manufactured by a now-defunct firm called Cameron & Cameron,
of Richmond, Virginia. At that time,
the "dudes" and "city slickers" wilt)
brand
cigarette
old
an
life
into
new
sales
Basil Rathbone, in "Tales of Fatima" on CBS, puts
smoked cigarettes were buying all Turkish blends like :Murads, Naturals,
and Melachrinos. Most of them came
in hard -side boxes of ten for 15e. The
better -heeled smokers were being devilishly casual about lighting up their
Rameses, at ten for 25c. Those who
couldn't stand the financial pace were
smoking Ziras and Meccas, where the
ceiling
price was a dime. While the
0111
1111S
world discussed Halley's come t,
hummed The End of a Perfect Day,
311-ye:nn
and got eye -strain from watching niekleodeon movies. Fatina Turkish Blend
Cigarettes. soft- packaged at 20 for 15e,
on the market.
came
ever
since.
its
advertising
in
liter out -slumbering Rip figures
Fatimas were something of an innoVan Winkle by a good dec- Sales gains for Fatima in the first six
in their clay. They were the
vation
against
matched
1949.
when
mouths
of
cigarettes
Fatima
&
Myers'
ade, Liggett
Turkish- domestic blend to
major
first
are curreuth making the hottest come- the sales in a similar period in 1948,
the
public. Making it click
(lick
with
back since Al Jolson. L&M checked up showed increases that ran from 132! -'c
with
smokers
consisted
of an ad camto
in
Chicago
recenth on Fatima sale. and found in New York and 453';
illustrations
for
paign
that
looked
like
smaller
In
some
the results so startling that the tobacco 548r; in St. Louis.
edition
of
The
Arabian
an
expurgated
and
up
1200';,
sales
were
firm. one of the industry's "Big Three" markets.
Nights, and handing out countless cars ith 1948 net sales of S556,506.0110, more.
tons of Fatimas to the college crowd.
a
minor
of
something
results,
The
crowing
the
over
has been jubilantly

Fatima comes back
It:li

emerge from
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cigarette brand
obscurity

SPONSOR

When turtle -necked Yale and Princeton
men put down their copies of The
Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam and their
canoe paddles to light up, out came a
package of Fatimas. The word got
around. Sales climbed.
Then came World War I. About
1914.1915. Fatimas became, as it were.
a victim of circumstances. Reynolds
brought out Camels, Liggett & Myers
brought out Chesterfields, and American Tobacco brought out Lucky
Strikes. These domestic -blended cigarettes promptly stole the lion's share of
the cigarette market in the U. S., and
the older brands, including Fatima.
took a real beating. By 1918, Fatima
was making a somewhat desperate attempt to win back its lost market. The
blend was bettered (it has always been
an expensive blend), the price went to
18e, and advertising, mostly magazines
and posters, plugged the theme of:
"What a whale of a difference a few
cents make." However, the effect was
like trying to stop a Yangtze flood with
a soup strainer. Fatima sales dropped
to a near -vanishing point, and Liggett
& Myers (who had acquired Cameron
& Company in 1911) turned its full advertising guns, during the 1920's, to the
promotion of its sales -leader, Chesterfield cigarettes. Fatima was lost in the
shuffle.
At one point, during the mid- 1920's.
the Fatima sales hit such a low point.
compared to the rising sales of Chesterfields, that L&M seriously considered
killing off the brand. The company's
first move in this direction brought an
unexpected and rather interesting response. Fatima smokers, many of them
the same college boys who had been
in on the original sampling of the
product, sat down and wrote nasty let (Please tune to page 72)
(right) Magazine ads also promote the program. (below) At a story conference, Rath bone and associates solve their next crime

TURKISH
Bt.EHO
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Seeilig vs. listening
really found
What is the "impact" on
women shoppers of a radio
commercial as compared with a newspaper advertisement? A study b) Dr.
Paul F. Lazarsfeld, director of Columbia University's Bureau of Applied Social Research, demonstrates that radio
commercials are more effective in four
out of six vardstieks he used to measure their impact. The test commercials were matched with comparable
ads for the same products seen in
newspapers. B, one of the other two
yardsticks, the impact of ads seen or
heard was equal; by the remaining
one, evaluation of results must await
further testing.
Ur. Lazarsfeld made this stud) for
the American Newspaper Advertising
Network. His findings are designed to
help an advertiser evaluate -as a guide
to an ad's sales effectiveness -what
goes on in a prospects mint) when she
hears, or sees, his message. The unexpurgated report is sensational in that
the weight of its facts and figures gives
radio commercials a decided edge over
newspaper ads in their power to:
(i) Get attention
(2) Inspire remembrance of the advertisement
30

Ott

What Lazarsfeld

newspaper :tttd radio itttpact

(3) Inspire liking for the advertisement
14) Inspire preference for hearing

the advertisement on the radio
rather than seeing it in a news-

paper
Lazarsfeid's interviewers found that
the ability to create belief in the message was the same for both media. The
reasons for this credibility among
those in whom it was found differ most
markedly according to education. This
will be discussed later in this article.
The sixth yardstick measuring what
the respondents thought and felt was
the images inspired in the minds of the
women when exposed to the test ads.
The results, as seen by some researchers other than Lazarsfeld, look favorable to radio commercials. But the results definitely require further research
before any final evaluation is possible.
Lazarsfelds report. published last
February under the copyright of Columbia University's Bureau of Applied
Social Research, is a palladium mine
of data for ad-managers seeking detailed information on difference in responses to a sales message as influenced by its medium. As the Lazarsfeld says on page 1, after referring to

the necessity of coverage data: "For
a completely considered decision, the
advertisers needs to have another major question answered: Given a certain
readership or audience, what is the
`impact' of the radio commercial as
compared with the newspaper advertisement?" This article will document
the claims cited above for hearing versus seeing, from the Lazarsfeld report.
The nature of his findings obviously
explains why the complete report has
not been shown to advertisers, despite
the BASR's written statement to SPONSOR that "Dr. Lazarsfeld would very
much like to see our original report on
the study receive a wider circulation."
The report was based on a commu
nit). cross -section sample of 702 white
housewives-each one the "woman of
the house"-in a group of small communities in New Jersey (Orange, East
Orange, West Orange. South Orange).
They are sufficiently close to metropolitan centers so that suburban commuters as well as small -town residents are
represented. Women on all socio -economic levels are appropriately represented, and the sample is said to be
sufficiently controlled for age and education to he representative of all houseSPONSOR

Proportion of ads seen or heard, by educational hrels

Proportion of ads seen or heard in reading or listening

High School
Graduation

College
Look at (Listen to)

Newspaper

Radio

Advertisements

Look at (Listen to)
Adverti cements

Newspaper

Less Than H.S.

Graduation

Radio Newspaper

Radio Newspaper

Radio

30';

Most

Some

26

30

Few

45

32

None

12

Most

I8c,'

16;(

13%

38%

18%

31%

Some

24

32

31

30

21

31

Few or None

58

52

56

32

61

38

Don't Know
Total
Total Percent

100

100

('02)

(702)

P

Numbe
Number of Respondents

)rcent

Total ads remembered
Foods
Soaps

Newspaper
552
603
Drugs
377
Cosmetics
423
Average per person
2.8

Radio
1,073
1.023
782

767
5.2

Where these groups were concerned,
30%0 of the housewives recalled no
12 SEPTEMBER 1949

(100)

(100)

(100)

(100)

(100)

of

Resp indents

wives in the communities studied. This newspaper advertisements, while only
article, in the interest of including 8% could not remember recently havmore of the findings, will omit descrip- ing heard a radio advertisement.
When the figures are tabulated action of the standard techniques employed to reduce bias in obtaining re- cording to time spent listening to the
radio, the same trend is clearly seen.
actions.
In order that products chosen for It is further corroborated by the housethe study would be of equal interest to wives themselves in their answers to
women on all income levels, they were the question of what proportion of
restricted to frequently- purchased na- product advertising they pay attention
tional brands, comprising foods, soaps, to when they read a paper or listen to
drugs, and cosmetics (Arrid deodorant, the radio (see charts accompanying
Bab -0 cleanser, Blue Bonnett marga- this story). Lazarsfeld points out.
rine, BC headache tablets, Chase & "The women in our sample are able to
Sanborn coffee, Halo shampoo, Lyons recall twice as many radio commercials
toothpaste, Swansdown flour).
as newspaper advertisements.... The
The study made no effort to deter- saine two -to-one proportion prevails
mine the specific elements of what will among those who say that they read
lead to a sale, and at what cost. It is (listen to) `most' of the advertisements
important, however, because it deals in either media."
with thought and emotional responses
The attention factor is further conknown to be somehow involved in de- sidered in the BASR study for its
cisions to buy.
"quality," as distinguished from what
The superiority of radio over news- is labelled as the "quantity" factor
papers to command attention for their discussed above. The women were
advertisements is decisively document- asked to evaluate the conditions under
ed by the BASR study. The average which they read or listened to an ad
unaided recall per person was .99 news- as "clearly favorable," "probably
paper ads to 1.6 radio commercials. favorable," or "unfavorable" to payEighty percent of the women were un- ing close attention. Favorable condiable to recall spontaneously any prod- tions were "clearly favorable" if the
uct- advertising in the newspapers; housewife was not engaged in any
39% couldn't in the case of radio.
other activity and was alone or with
This trend is even more strikingly other persons quietly occupied.
evident when the question is put about
It will be plain to any advertising
specific products. Then twice as many
manager with the slightest understandradio as newspaper advertisements ing of the listening habits of Mrs.
were recalled. This is the breakdown America that relatively few house-

by product groups:

(100)

wives, even among the staunchest radio fans, listen under "favorable conditions." This study revealed only

18% remembering commercials under
"favorable" conditions to 59% "seeing" ads without distractions. Fifty-

(156)

(248)

(296)

four percent of the women reported
"unfavorable" listening conditions (as
defined in the BASR study) to only
14% for distractions while looking at
an ad.
Lazarsfeld observes of this: "No
undue conclusion must be drawn from
this bit of behavioristic information.
Women have learned, apparently, to
listen to radio even through distractions from the outside. On the other
hand, they have learned to read without disturbances and yet not pay full
attention to the reading matter." He
goes on to say that no overall significant differences were found in the
closeness of attention paid to ads in
either medium.
In connection with the "quality" of
attention given, the study calls attention to the question of "special interest" in the ads appearing in both
media. "Special interest" means the
nature of the attention given- whether
the housewife was looking for a cer-

tain product, or whether it aroused
her interest by its appeal. On "special interest," housewives said yes for
newspaper ads 65% to 28% for radio
commercials, and this held true on all
educational and income levels.
In this connection, the opportunity
to re -read or clip an ad for future reference was stressed by the women who
remembered doing so for a specific
ad recalled. While this isn't possible
for radio commercials, 30% of those
mentioning commercials they recalled
said they made notes on it. Seventyfive percent of the women who recalled seeing certain ads said they
either re-read, clipped, or made notes
on them.
(Continued on page 52)
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Programs
ing raised the liw rug standards of
Will it sell?
That's the marker that de- \merica through chemistry.
Cavalcade is no accident. It is like termines whether or not a program
nil! be sponsored this season. The nise nothing about %%hieb the du Pont
trouble is that the marker is being organization desires to talk. They'd
narrowed down and advertisers are like the thought to remain that what
forgetting entirely that prestige sells has happened is the result of the natural growth of a great corporation
PHI. Prestige broadcasting won't (leon
sales
b)
-imply
being
liver
the air. run in the best U.S. tradition. It's
Except in unusual instance., a program true that du Ponts growth is American out sell the trade name of its cana at its lxst. It's also true that it
sponsor
and not even that if the has been made possible by the hest
creative cup) isn't just right. \\'hen public -opinion brains available. When
program and commercials are right. the Cavalcade was first heard, it preprestige does a job that can be done sented history in a manner that had
no death -no war no gun powder.
with no other advertising forni.
Iii spite Of the preachy Ford-com- The list of prohibitions ran several
pany-line orations of apologist Cam- pages and drove the free -lance writers.
eron years ago. The Ford Sundae who wanted to write for the programo.
Evening Ilour .old the Dearborn prod- slight) mad. Cavalcade has always
uct. In spite of the scientifically paid its talent, writers as well as acesoteric talks Of y. p. Kettering, the tors, over scale and therefore has been
General Motors wartime sponsorship the objective of most of the top radio
of the NBC Sw mphonv did the exact scribblers. It ran for years without
job assigned to it In the G \i brain a shot, without a death. The sound trust. Both of these prestige- ,amples effects mean left his firearms in the
are excellent examples of program storeroom.
sponsorship that has nothing to do
Cavalcade never has been crassly
with productive aoherlising. although commercial. it has seldom used a price
tag. \t one period a research study
they produced in spite of themselves
not necessariI in Ilooperatings but in was conducted to establish the feasisales impact. In the case of General bility of haying a middle commercial
Motors. the NBC Sy nophony served to on the half -hour show. The study rekeep the GM banner
ing even among vealed, without the shadow of a doubt.
listeners who weren't good music fans. that for Cavalcade a middle break for
The most (outstandiiig example of advertising cop) cut down the prestige
the selling effect of prestige program- with which the sponsor was held by
ing is flue Cavalcade of .lmerica. the the audience. The study also revealed
long -term du Pont -how.
Not only that the listeners liked the du Pont inhas it been building acceptance for formative and well- produced
com'they were "impressive"
new products. a- the Wilmington firm mercials.
dcwelops and introduces them. but it without being portentous, "big time"
has done the most outstanding public - without being stuffed shirt ... presrelations job of all time. It has tige.
changed E. I. du Pont de \emours from
The program has seldom stated that
"the merchants of death" to a firm du Pout has grown with America. It
that ha. consumer acceptance for ha- doesn't have to. The fact that du Pont

-

-

fl
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sponsors the series dedicated to a
dramatic presentation of tales of the

growth of these United States is su0ìcienl. This program, without any
commercial cop), says. "du Pont is
America. du Pont has grown as America has grown ?' The announcer may
stress that du Pont is a great came in
chemistry, but he doesn't have to stress
that du Pont is a great name in America. He doesn't have to do it. even
when a scandal involving a scion of
the du Pont family is in the public

prints.
Beautifully produced, using name
stars apparently to enhance the production. not to pull greater audiences.
Cavalcade is an excellent example of
a successful prestige program
one
that has tackled the greatest public opinion-changing job a firm has ever
had to do. and done it well. Most
other du Pont advertising has been
straight product advertising
for
Duero. for Nylon, and for the host of
other non -munition products. Caval-

-

-

cade had to sell du Pont.

There is a television prestige program that's done the same thing. for
Firestone Tire and Rubber. Calling it
first Americana Quiz and later just
Americana. Firestone built a literate.
engaging visual half-hour, making history worth seeing and learning. Using
high-school boys and girls (the latter
telegenic though intelligent) and history questions with Ben Grauer as
"teacher," Firestone has linked itself
to America. has made itself. wherever
Americana has been seen and heard.
part of the growth of the nation. This
has been vital for Firestone. Good ear Tire and Rubber. with another
prestige -type show, has made itself
part of America's great Bible Belt.
where millions of dollars of rubber
goods are sold earl to rural Amerw

SPONSOR

Goodyear, by sponsoring The
Greatest Story Ever Told- without a
commercial on a broadcast -without
a dealer commercial fore or aft, has
made itself part of the America that
hasn't drifted away from the Bible.
It's no accident that The Greatest
Story has done a great commercial job
without a commercial. The program
promotion, although just as circumspect as the program itself, has been
tops. The news that Goodyear was
making The Greatest Story possible
was beautifully planted. The church
took over where pressagentry stopped.
It was a prestige program, the only
commercial program on the air that
didn't even mention the sponsor's
products or how good the advertiser
ica.

was.

It is evident that prestige programs
have to be better planned, better
written, and in most cases better produced, than a straight commercial
presentation to be effective. When a
"good music" program is produced to
appeal to listeners with keen musical
appreciation it requires something
more than an Al Goodman house
orchestra to make dialers switch to the
program. This is no reflection on the
musicianship of Mr. Goodman, nor is
it intended to reflect upon the network
house orchestras which frequently in.
elude the same union members who
play with the NBC and Philharmonic

orchestras.
One such attempt was made by the
Prudential Insurance Company on the
Columbia Broadcasting System. The
guests were opera stars at their top
popularity, the orchestra directed by
Al Goodman. The music programed
was part classical, part ballad. Unfortunately it wasn't fish, flesh, or
fowl. It wasn't great music, played or

sung greatly. It was all very much
like a Sunday afternoon social. but it
didn't get down to the level of the
families who have musicals in their
homes nor did it climb to the level of
Carnegie Hall or the Metropolitan
Opera. Only the president of PrudenPlease turn to page 541
t

Pont's "Cavalcade" (NBC) has improved
opinion of biggest chemical maker

adu
public

Goodyear's "Greatest Story,"

U

on

ABC, gets

disk repeat performances in Sunday schools

CDeems
sion of

Taylor reviews music in an intermisEsso Philharmonic Symphony show
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Do you reach Rome

and Warsaw. U .S.A.?
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and loyal audiences

to
build large
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The foreign -language audience can't be reached with
standard English -language
broadcast techniques. It can't be
reached with English programs. With
few exceptions, the stations serving the
U. S.'s foreign -born population have
faithful though undeserved audiences.
The station managers, for the most
part. do not know what they are broadcasting, and don't care as long as the
time is paid for and they have evidence
that nothing subversive is being aired.
The foreign -language broadcasts, on
a majority of the more than 200 stations broadcasting in one or more Eu-

ropean tongues, are run by -producers" for the stations- producers who
work on a percentage basis, who are
commercial- minded, and who care little, if anything, for public service. Advertising copy runs amazingly long, the
entertainment is of the lowest quality
-and still the foreign -language audiences listen and buy whatever their
language-announcers tell them to buy.
This is as true for the Italian audience as it is for the Polish. Spanish.
Yiddish, Ukrainian or the other 22
languages on the air. English excepted.
Stations broadcasting in any of the
27 languages on the air do not have to

Contestants line up for Spanish -language amateur -hour auditions over Station WWRL, Woodside, New York
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worry about the inroads of television.
The great majority of the "language'
audiences are composed of women and
while the wage- earner of the family has
to acquire a working knowledge of
what is spoken in the 48 states, the
women don't -and they not only can't
write or read English but in an amazing percentage of cases they don't
speak it, either.
This is one reason why foreign -language programing is for the most part
clay time programing. At night when
Papa Pole and Sister Slovak are home,
they want to hear American programs.
They have acquired, earning the family bread, an understanding and desire
for things American. They want little
or no part of the "old country." Out

HOUSEWIVES GO ON THE AIR AT POINT OF SALE IN AN ITALIAN -LANGUAGE INTERVIEW OVER WOV, NEW YORK

of respect for Mama. the children don't (Yiddish I, WHOM Italian 1, all in
voice their opinions too often, but they New York, and a station or two in
listen to standard network and local - Chicago, and a scattered program here
station fare.
or there in Detroit. Los Angeles, BosThis in no way detracts from the ton, Cleveland. and Scranton. The
fact that the foreign -language market trend is growing both at small stations
is a multi- million- dollar one-and one in big metropolitan markets, and at
that can only he reached through for- FM stations in all markets. to look to
eign- language broadcasts. The mother programing that isn't designed for
of the family buys for the family. The "everybody."
mother. as stated before. seldom reads.
In Detroit, labor station \VDET had
writes, or understands English -and if decided to cut out for itself the foreign she does. she dosn't let the family and language listeners in that polygot
her friends know too much that she
mostly Polish market. It was prodoes. Life is easier for her that way. graming not only for the foreign -lanThere are several stations that do guage audience in the Motor City. but
think of their language -listeners as it was also doing it in a public- service
something besides time -sellers. These way. The latter is perfectly normal for
are outlets like WOV Italian I. \VEVD any operation that is supervised b)
1

1

I

12 SEPTEMBER 1949

1

Morris Novik. ex -\V\YC New York
and radio consultant to 1LG \VU and
UAW and a future major owner of
WLIB when and if the Federal Communications Commission okays the sale
of that New York station to a Novik
syndicate.
WDET is FM only. and when WJLB
returned to foreign -language programing, most of the foreign -language talent switched to the AM outlet. With
mass migration went the Polish and
other foreign listening groups of Detroit.
With WOV leading the way, some
foreign -language broadcasters are try
ing to improve the job they're doing
to really serve the American who "no
(Please turn to page 14)
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for "Club 99" of WNOX, Knoxville, Tenn., typify the effective use of printed media employed by many stations
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techniques used by radio's

are al nost as varied as fingerprints.
the methods employed to promote
turntable lnms to listeners have pretty
much ..f a sameness. The limitless
flexibility Of conducting a platter pro gram apparently doesn't extend to publicizing its existence, and most stations
and their record twirlers are content
to follow well -established patterns
when if comes to promotional activities.
A majority of the nation's 2000 disk
jockey.: sticks mainly to newspaper ads.
ear and window cards. and the obvious
tie-ins with retail record stores. Some
platter spinners don't go in for even
that much promotion of their shows.
Lowell Blanchard. of WNOX. Knox ille. Tenn., is typical of wax whirlers
who feel their programs need no promotion. Blanchard says of his Musical
Clock. an early -morning. six- times -aweek melange of popular, Western,
wood. and children's music, plus jokes
and friendly chatter: "Our show has
no need to buy an audience. The program is so well established that little

Milton Q. Ford moved to WWDC, Washington, he apparently ara
plane, on horseback. His coming was promoted in advance
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emphasizes that Eddie Newman s nightly
built a wide and responsive audience

PART TWO
OF A 2

Many 1114`di:t are used 1uo1 he
show is ils own beS1 111'01110i loll

air phenomenon
promotion is necessary ; the program
is its own best publicity."
Curiously enough, the opposite view
of promotion is taken by anóther disk
jockey on the same station. Tom
More, who, as "Uncle Tom," presides
over WNOX's Uncle Tom's Club 99,
on numerous occasions addresses organizations wanting a "personality"
speaker, and is the recipient of much
local newspaper space. At one point,
More became the object of a fight
among listeners writing in to one newspaper's pet- boost -and -pet -peeve column,
with WNOX publicizing it heavily as
"The Battle of Uncle Tom's Crabbin'."
One of the most common titles for
disk -jockey programs is the number
on the dial where the particular station
is heard, with the word "club" preceding or following the number. And the
practice of such platter -program
naming has a natural corollary in the
issuing of "membership" in the "club"
to its faithful listeners. The extent to
which these membership lists can grow
is indicated by the more than 25,000
constituents of Fred Robbins' 1280
Club on WOV, New York. When that
figure was reached, Robbins, one of

PART STORY

the more promotion- minded turntable
twirlers, celebrated the event with an
elaborate studio party for the young
lady who was ceremoniously dubbed
"Miss 25,000."
Membership in these mythical clubs
is customarily marked by the issuance
of a card
or in some cases, a pin
to listeners who write in asking to join
the "ciub." The appeal for teenagers
in what they consider as a personal
contact with their favorite disk jockey
is, of course, obvious
and highly advantageous to the d.j. in acquiring a
growing audience through the good
will spread by the tangible evidence
of "club membership." A few wax
twirlers carry the personal touch even
further. Bob Bacon, of Bacon for
Breakfast on WBRE, Wilkes-Barre, Pa.,
during the football season issues pins
to high -school kids, with the pins bearing the school's colors and name -and,
of course, the name of Bacon's program.
Where a disk jockey's programing
consists of popular music, jazz, the top
tunes of the day, etc., his show is
beamed mainly to young people. Those
spinners with a desire to avoid the

-

-

-

ordinary and obvious promotional devices take advantage of the natural
esteem in which they're held by teenagers via frequent appearances at
schools, club groups, and other youngster activities. Bob Clayton, of WHUH's
(Boston) Boston Ballroom, found that
his many appearances at schools, teenage clubs, fraternities, and sororities
(at the request of students and members) paid off with his being voted the
most popular disk jockey in his territory by two leading high schools and
a preparatory school. Clayton's ability
to pull 8000 letters in a contest suggesting a naine for an Erskine Hawkins
record, and 5000 letters accepting the
offer of a Frankie Laine key -ring, is
more than partially due to his appearances at local theaters, ballrooms,
night clubs, and charity affairs, as well
as at teenage functions.
Although Hal Moore's The Bugle
Call, on WCAU, Philadelphia, six
times a week at 7:15 -8:55 a.m., is
geared for working people, preparing
for work and having breakfast. the
teenage audience is not ignored by this
record spinner. Like Clayton, Moore
(Please turn to page 75)
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reach big proportions. Fred Robbins of WOV, New
York, congratulates the 25,000th member of his "1280 Club"
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-continued from page 2Ascap again extends

WATTS

TV

KHMO
HANNIBAL

music rights

On 31 August, ASCAP again extended, to 30 Sept.,
right of its members' music on TV, pending final
agreement with TV industry on rates of compensation.
Discussions have been going on for eight months.

COVERING THE

HANNIBAL -QUINCY
TRI -STATE

MARKET

Ford starts $100,000
safety contest
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Ford Motor has joined ranks of contest conductors,
offering $100,000 in prizes (through JWT) for endings, in 50 words or less, to statement, "All cars
and trucks should be safety- checked periodically
."
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Frank Mullen becomes
consultant to

Frank E. Mullen, former executive v.p. of NBC, and
recently president of G. A. Richards stations in
Detroit, Cleveland and Hollywood, has become consultant to WPIX, New York "Daily News" TV station.

E. PEARSON CO.
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Rhodes Pharmacal
network debut on

to

make

MBS

Rhodes Pharmacal Company, Cleveland, will use
network radio for first time with sponsorship of
Gabriel Heatter's newscasts over Mutual coast to
Heatter also is sponsored,
coast, starting 20 Sept.
on different nights, by Noxzema and Kreml shampoo.

WINSTO NSALEM

Emerson's profits
and Motorola orders up

HOW
OWN

Emerson Radio & Phonograph reported net profit after
taxes of $2,256,718 for 39 weeks ended 30 July,
compared with $1,326,290 for same period year
Paul Galvin, Motorola president, said his
ago.
company's orders for 1950 radio and TV models are
Motorola is
103
ahead of same period in 1948.
invading $395 to $895 TV -set market.

TO WRITE YOUR
SUCCESS STORY

Whatever your product or
service, give WAIR the opportunity to put your story
before

the

people

of this

locality. WAIR listener confidence, built up over a
period of years, assures profitable reaction, making good
material for a SUCCESS
STORY

OF
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Notional Rep: AveryKnodel, Inc.

Eye launches

largest

campaign

Birds Eye -Snider division of General Foods is startMedia include
ing largest campaign (through Y &R).
selective announcements on 99 AM radio and 27 TV
stations, magazines, newspaper, and outdoor posters.

OWN.

NORTH CAROLINA

40

Birds

NAB
TV

will report

expenditures

NAB will release regularly expenditure figures on TV
July
advertising based on Rorabaugh TV report.
figures will be issued in late September.
SPONSOR

Tenth in

a series e.iplaining why
SPO\'SOR is the best bur

spotlight on A\Y[ll and IIUIIJ\JJJI<
reading haliils
N. W. AYER

£r

SON

Subscriptions to SPONSOR
Home

4

Office

5

Executives

2

Timebuyers
Others

3

Account Exec 2

What goes on behind the scenes at broadcast -minded
advertising agencies? How do they keep posted on
their use of radio and television? Most
any timebuyer or account executive will
tell you that today he leans heavily

9

Radio Dir

1

1

Some N. W. Ayer clients who
subscribe
American Safety Razor, American Tel. & Tel.,
American Tobacco, Atlantic Refining, Cannon Mills, Chrysler Corp., Hills Bros., Intl.
Corr. Schools, Johnson & Johnson, Kellogg
Company, National Dairy Products Corp.

For SPONSOR is a practical
tool, a use -magazine, pinpointed to his
special needs. Too. it's pinpointed to his
client's needs. SPONSOR has the highest
circulation among advertisers and agencies in
the entire broadcast advertising publication field.
Do you need more?
on SPONSOR.

KUDNER AGENCY
Subscriptions to SPONSOR

Three out of every four copies (8,000 guarantee) go to national
and regional advertisers and their advertising agencies. An average
of 10% paid subscriptions go to readers at each of the 20 top broadcast- billing advertising agencies.

Home

1

Executives

1

Account Exec
Radio Dir

You're sure to hit home

1

6

Office

5

Timebuyers
Media Dir

2
1

1

Some Kudner clients who sub-

scribe

with sponsors and agencies
hen you advertise

\\\

Admiral Corp., Benson & Hedges, Buick,
General Motors Corp., Goodyear Tire &
Rubber, Texas Company, U. S. Tobacco.

in SPONSOR

"Everyone connected with Radio and Television advertising should read SPONSOR.
We at N. R'. Ayer read it regularly because
it keeps us posted on the latest radio and
television activities.

SPONSOR
40 West 52 Street, New York

PAUL

For buyers of

KIZENIIERGER,

Timebuyer, N. W. Ayer

19

R

Aio and TV advertising

"I

read SPONSOR regularly to keep up to
date with the happenings in the radio and
television field. I consider it an excellent
medium for people who are interested in
this phase of the advertising business."
DAN J. PYKETT,

Media Director, Kudaet

Mr. Sponsor asks...
"Inti(
.t(I

is

%%Il.tt

\('1t itii 14;

i

sat ttl.ttion
n broadcast

Ernest Emerling

i

n!

Director of advertising
and publicity, Loew's
Theatres, New York

12 midnight through 11:30 pan. each
ment schedule. even though limited. and every da). Our "sales messengers
serves his purpose well. It does not must hit every segment of the station's
constitute saturation in the popular listening audience. inasmuch as our
sense. but certainly a more intensive commercials are injected via spot anschedule could well amount to waste nouncements or full programs apcirculation.
proximately every hour of the day.
Obviously. all service-ty pe accounts
Competitors with similar products
cannot be treated in the sanie manner. would find themselves completely
For example. es e- glasses and glass re- drowned by our activities if they
pairs are needed by enough people should decide to use the sanie station,
that an optician might yell be sold a unless they matched our buckshot
saturation schedule similar to that sold tactics. We have found that this domito our clothing account.
nation of the market represented by
There are undoubtedly mam ac- the stations listening audience is excounts whose advertising would never tremely successful. particularly in the
reach the saturation point. A large merchandising of the three major
department store. for example. has products which we distribute -RCA
enough goods and services to sell that Victor Television. RCA Victor Recthe only limit on its advertising could ords. anti Bench's Automatic Washers.
well be its budget. That's the type
GERALD O. KAYE
account we dream about.
Ky. in charge of sales
JOHN J. HURLEY
Bruno -Nets York. Inc.
General Manager

when needed. This consistent announce-

'l'I1('

l'1(I:('(I I'.ln('I
11I1ti\V('Iti

JI1.

I:nl('1lill;
Saturation is the
point where an
advertiser's sales
message is being

Mr. Hurley

heard by all his
prospects. Any thing be% ouch this
is tsaste circulation. The saturation point dif-

fers for each advertiser. For example, we have an account on \\'
I; that sells glen's, women's. and children's clothing. He buss
four quarter -hours per das and an announcement schedule across the board.
His programs, all musical. and his announcements are staggered from earls
tangoing through the late evening and
are all in well -rated periods. In addition. many of them are adjacent to
highly- rated news and sports features.
We believe that such a schedule reaches
all this advertiser's prospects and for
him constitutes a saturation campaign.
Contrasted with the foregoing. we
'lase had for almost three years a limited announcement schedule from an
automobile radiator repair shop. While
it is true that all automobile owners
in the area are potential customers of
this shop. it is quite unlikely that more
than a -stall percentage w ill have oe-ca-ion to hate radiator repair work done.
llis purpose in ailserti -ing is to remind)
prospects that his sere ices are as ailaI le

\[
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ifr',\'F,B, iW'orcester, Mass.

Saturation,

stead) downpour of rain com-

A

pletely drenches
ever% square inch
of the area wherein it falls. This
is analogous to
our approach to

radio broadcastMr. Kaye

ing. \Ve believe in

completely capturing a market through saturation.
Our method is quite simple. We
select the medium which we believe

has the #1 position for our particular
sales and merchandising effort and
then we throw the book at 'enta.
For example. on \'%E\'
New
York
u e have puchasecl time from
t

ac-

cording to Webster, means complete penetration
or impregnation.
l3v

the saine to-

ken

saturation

advertising

in

broadcasting

would mean complete penetration
of the market. This would not mean
buy ing all commercial time on all radio
stations in the market. instead. it could
be achieved in several was s.
For instance. take outdoor. What
the) call a -full showing" or "100%
showing" does not mean that a client
would but all of their locations. It
means that the show ing would cover
enough key locations so that most
Mr. McDonald

SPONSOR

everyone in the city. or market, would
be available to one or more of the
boards during the month.
I think this could easily apply to
radio, but on a weekly basis. A few
years ago, there was a client in one of
the larger Southwestern cities who used
the following plan effectively. He
broadcast programs on every station
in the market at the very same time,
using three programs daily
in the
morning, afternoon, and evening. This
way, sometime or other throughout the
week, he reached almost every listener
in the market.
Other clients have done this on a
smaller scale, buying announcements
on every station in the market at the
same time throughout the day.
To my way of thinking, one of the
cleverest jobs of saturation advertising
was done in San Antonio by Joske's.
They bought several daily programs on
every station in the city, and used an
extensive spot announcement schedule.
This advertising was well planned and
reached at sometime during the week
almost every person in that market.
On a smaller scale, saturation advertising can be done by clients who completely dominate one or more, yet not
all stations in a given market.

Watch the

New WDSU

-

Saturation advertising is difficult to
discuss generally. Many things must
be taken into consideration. The product itself is extremely important; its
price, distribution. competition, whether a new product or an established one,
and many other considerations. Ordinarily, under normal circumstances, I
would say that when a product completely dominates radio in a given market, that would comprise saturation advertising in broadcasting.

No Other New Orleans

Station Offers

Such Outstanding Radio and Television

Shows at Such Economical Cost!
"SPOT THE STARS"
Vivacious Neoma Briant
blends her own melodic
songs into a clever
quarter hour musical
movie quiz which corn bines prizes with good
merchandising.
(

Avoiloble for Sponsorship)

"THE FLORAL TRAIL"

Joyce Smith (originally
Betty Crocker's voice)
presents a flawless 15
minutes of Southern
garden information
applicable to the New
Orleans area. Mail pull
150 letters per program.

'ii,i1rj
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(Available for Sponsorship)

PATT MCDONALD

General Manager
WHHM, Memphis

See

5000

your JOHN BLAIR Man!

WATTS
A

B C

Webster, in one
of his abridged
editions. defines

"saturation" as
that point where
no more can be

n

absorbed." Believe it or not,
we know that
even radio can
Mr. McGrath
reach that point
through at least two avenues: either
every potential buyer in the available
audience has received at least one
listener impression, or the commercial
(Please turn to page 50)
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;1+Gr¿C1¿¡ t
EDGAR

B.

STERN, JR.

President

ROBERT

D.

SWEZEY

Executive Vice-President

LOUIS READ
Commercial Manager
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ROME, U. S. A.
(Continued from page :15)
speaks da English. In 1940, one out
of every ten indk iduals in the United
States wa- foreign -born. Due to restricted immigration and the war, this
percentage has dnyped. but there are
-till over 13.(101.0(10 foreign -born in
the United States, and this does not
include the enormous increase in Spanish-speaking Puerto Ricans and \lexicans.
Los Angeles is the second largest
Mexican city in the world. Only Mexico City exceeds the City of the Angels
in its Mexican population. New York
is the biggest l'uerto Rican city on the
globe. Neither of these cities has an
advertiser or a station management
that is collecting upon this fact. Roth
Los Angeles and New fork have stations with Spanish -language programs.
In the latter city there isn't a real
Caribbean broadcast in a carload. In
Los Angeles most Spanish broadcasts
are directed at Mexicans because
they're virtually the only kind of Latin
extant in the area. Virtual') the entire Southwest is Mexican territory
except in sovereignty. Man) small stations have nearly a 100'.; allegiance of
the c.migrés from south of the border.
In Los Angeles itself. the Spanish language programing has been of a
hit -or -miss type. It is in recognition of
this fact that the labor stations K \WIK
(AM) and KF\1V (FM) are planning
program structures that will fill the
needs of the area's great Jlexican population. These stations are going to be
prepared in a manner which will plainly indicate that Mexicans are people.
With foreign- language listenership frequentl reaching saturation in each
market's that's even passably served.
advertising on these programs is generally production at a very low cost

How to

-

per listener.
More radio sets are owned by Mexicans residing in the Los Angeles area
today than are owned In residents of
Mexico City. Surveys are being made
by a number of organizations of Mexican listenership not only in the key
Mexican city in the U. S., but also all
through the Southwest. There was a
time when Mexicans in this area might
have been dismissed as okies. This
isn't true any longer. The average income of a Spanish- speaking citizen of
Los Angeles. according to a confidential survey made by the State of California. is only 87, lower than the in44
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come of his opposite number- in the

your

unumereial Messages
appearing on the eight major

illion eyes

3

television Mations represented by
N i« Spot Sales may be seen
by 5.527.800 people *...
70% of all LT. S. televiewers.
Your product may be
demonstrated in 1.535.5(X) living
rooms ... more demonstrations
than a hundred szdesslen
slaking ten calls per day could
cover in fire years.

For the ultimate in advertising
impact upon millions of potential
customers, you -11 find
television stations represented
by N B(: Spot Sales the best buys
in modern advertising.

native -born group.
What is perhaps more important to
an advertiser considering the Mexican
as a customer. Mexicans have no manana when it comes to spending what
they earn. Like the Negro. the Mexican is, in his buying. luxury-minded.
in the U. S.. he wants the best he can
buy. He's y et to be trained to sale.
The great upsurge in savings -hank deposits has not come from either the
first - generation Spanish - Americans,
Mexican- Americans. Puerto Ricans, or
Italian -Americans. It hasn't cone- either, from Americans of dark hues,
but that's another story, for another
issue of SPONSOR.
Because very few national advertisers use foreign -language broadcasts,
the business goes to lesser brands. in
WTOV's pantry -inventory survey. conducted by Pulse of New York, the leading brands of canned tomatoes were:
Canned Tomatoes
Leading Brands (in
homes from 18 Apt
15 May 1949)

Pope

Del Monte
Vitelli

P brands
Flotta
Violetta
La Perla
t'.ontadino
A &

i1el Gaizo

ESTIMATED NO. OF VIEWERS IN A REA

WNBT

New York

WPTZ

Philadelphia

2

759,600
612,000

WNBQ Chicago
KNBH

592,000

608,400

Hollywood

WBZ -TV Boston

406,800

WNBK

244,100

Cleveland

WNBW Washington

200,500

Schenectady

104,400

WRGB

5,527,800*

Total

SPOT SALES
New Yark

Chicogo

San Francisco

Clevelond

Washington

Hollywood

Denver

'NBC Research Dept. Estimates- August, 1949

12 SEPTEMBER

1949

il-Percent

Pasteae
Red Pack

of Hontes
14.2
12.3
11.8
10.7
9.4
5.8

4.8
4.3
4.3
3.9
2.4

Canned tomatoes may not be a prodused universally in American
homes. In the WOV- surveyed Italian
hoses 92.8% had canned tomatoes.
Del Monte shows up in fourth place
because it does use Italian -language
broadcast advertising.
The foreign -language market is not
a young market. WOV's pantry- inventory of Italian homes showed that 81 ¡c
of the housewives were over 30 and
one) 1.3'; under 20. The day of the
Italian child -bride has passed. Actually 47.7% were over 40.
The foreign -language market is not
a market nationally reached by newspapers or magazines. That's because
a healthy percentage of the women
can't read their native -language newspaper. since they came to the United
States after little or no schooling in
their native countries.
Newspapers. on the other hand, do
reach the men. in cities and their environs where the papers are published.
The male of the species is proud to
display his ability to read, as any survey of rapid- transit systems in areas
with high foreign -populations will attest. They read the native- language
newspapers. and they display them for
uct
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all to see. A woman reading a foreignlanguage paper in a public conveyance
is a

rarity.

In addition to the fact that foreign.
born women as a group are not, to sa
the least. avid readers, publication of
foreign -language papers is restricted to
big population areas. These papers
try to reach vast sections of the 1.. S.,
but they're old -hat by the time they are
delivered to outlying sections. The
foreign -language population, except in
New York, Chicago, and Detroit, can
get its fresh news only via broadcasting. It does, although even today some

SOUTHWEST VIRGINIA'S

of it is tinged with a flavor that's surprising to most Americans who understand some other language besides
their own.
The big foreign groups are located
in time areas, according to the 1940
l'. S. Census. There have been, however, vast population shifts during the
past decade. Some of these were
brought about by the war and some of
them just happened. The Mexican and
Puerto Rican migrations were not war inspired, hut the war accelerated them.
There are new shifts taking place
quietly. While there are not a great

pi.

RADIO STATION

gOF THE

üV
Because Local advertisers know that WDBJ excels
in coverage, distribution and RESULTS in Roanoke and

Southwestern Virginia *,

34 LOCAL

accounts have

maintained continuous advertising schedules from
to 15 years on V'DBJ.
*Ask your Free & Peters Colonel for survey material.
WDB]'s potential audience is over
a million people who can spend

almost

a

billion

dollars

yearly.

5

number of DP's (displaced persons)
coining into the United States, the
number is bound to increase. These
new foreign -horn Americans are not
being located in big metropolitan areas
as their forebears were. They are, in
many cases, farmers who are replacing
the last generation's farmer's sons and
daughters. They will require foreignlanguage broadcasts to convert their
thinking to the American way. Most
sociologists stress the fact that these
DP's, despite the fact that they have
had to flee from dictatorships, are not
conditioned mentally to freedom and
that every form of communication that
readies them has its effect upon their
concept of democracy.
The social scientists, for the most
part, feel that even more than publicservice programing, broadcast advertising will condition America's new immigrants. They reason that since most
of the attacks upon the U. S. are based
upon the claim that "big business" is
fascist, what "big business" says and
does on the air and in print is more
important than what even the President of the nation has to say. This
feeling is backed by the results of a recent survey by a great philanthropic
foundation. The results of this survey
of what can be done to "sell" democracy pointed out that what democracy
does in daily living is more important
than what it preaches.
New York State is still first in its
foreign -born population. While 1940
census figures gave it 2,853,530 foreign -born. current estimates, which
will he confirmed by the 1950 census,
give New York around 3,500,000.
The other leading states (in foreign born populations) are, as of 1940:
State
Pennsylvania
Illinois
California
Massachusetts
New Jersey
Michigan
Ohio

Foreign-born
973.260
969.373
870,893
848,852
695.810
683.830
519.266

Where America's foreign -born have
come from is indicated in the same
census:
Contry

Italy
Germany
Russia
Poland
England*
Ireland*
Austria

1940 Census figure
1.623.580
1,237.772
1,040,884
993.479
621.975
572.031
479,906

Sweden
445.070
*listed only for comparison purposes

WDBJ
FREE
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CBS 5000 WATTS 960 KC
Owned and Operated by the
TIMES. WORLD CORPORATION

R O A N O K

E, VA

PETERS. INC.. National Representatives

The rest of the 11,109,620 foreign born came from many sections of Europe. The non -European group was
difficult to trace. The Puerto Ricans.
Mexicans, Chinese, etc., were not an
important factor ten years ago. They
are today. (Please turn to page 50)
SPONSOR
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ALBANIA PLANTATION, Jeanerette, La.
Built in 1842 by Charles Grevemberg. Since
1910, Albania's 1,100 acres of sugar cane and this
beautifully preserved mansion have been owned
and maintained by the City of New Orleans.
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RICE THRESHING near Kaplan, Louisiana. other important reasons why WWL -land exceeds the
This rich, farm area leads the nation in rice produc- national average in increased income, increased buy tion. High yields and wide crop diversification are ing power, and general prosperity.

3. WWL'S COVERAGE OF THE DEEP SOUTH
50,000 watts -high- power, affording advertisers low cost dominance of this new -rich market.

The greatest selling power

in the South's greatest city
30,000

WATTS

CLEAR CHANNEL

12 SEPTEMBER 1949

CBS AFFILIATE

BMB Maps of WWL -coverage and other data available
from the Katz Agency, Inc., our National Representatives.
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What's the big

Here 7S a big idea that gets big listening. Take
a spine -chilling Columbia Pacific mystery show. Give
it the advantage of Columbia preparation and pro-

duction. Then put it in a sequence of shows that
defies competition.

...

That's what we've done with Jeff Regan
a new
Columbia Pacific thriller with enough polish and punch
to rate a place in Columbia's superlative Wednesday

evening line -up.

Superlative ? Yes Dr. Christian, Groucho Marx, Bing
Crosby, Burns & Allen and Jeff Regan are all on Columbia
Pacific on Wednesday night.
!

A big show in big company is definitely a big idea.

What's in it for you ? This ... Jell Regan is for sale. This
means that you can tell your sales story to one of the
biggest audiences in radio
the audience that listens
to Columbia Pacific on Wednesday night.

...

There's a Big Idea for you. Call us, or Radio Sales.

Columbia Pacific - the idea network

ROME. U.

S.

A.

(Contiued from page 46)
In 1940. New York had the leading
foreign-bon' population from most
countries in Europe. In 1t'ry few cases
are other states hosts to greater numbers than the Emipre State. \linne
sofa and Illinois had more Swedes,
Minnesota also had more of Norway's
children. the Czechoslovakians are
strongest in Illinois and Pennsylvania.
Michigan and Minnesota have many.
more Finns than New York.
The Jews have been always an important economic factor, although
there hasn't been much attention paid
to them on the air, except in New
York. Even in 1937, there were roughly 5,000,000 men and women of Jewish origin in the United States. More
recent figures (1943) place the Jewish
population at 8,547,255, but there is
some dispute about this figure, despite
its authentication by the American
Jewish Year Book. There have been a
number of programs, over a number of
stations in New York, presented for
the Yiddish- speaking populace. Now
it's generally conceded that WEVD is

the station that speaks their language. MR. SPONSOR ASKS
The men on the production firing - (Continued front page 43)
line are still largely of European extraction. They're making more money copy has been so repetitious, obnoxthan at any other time in the history ious, or ludicrous that the listener beof the
S. Most of America's na- comes a fatality through boredom.
tional advertisers just don't know how
Considering the first avenue, there
to reach these nationals, don't use con- is no standard rule of thumb that eftinuous campaigns to reach them. fectively answers the question. What
There are exceptions. There will be about the product? The peak of satmore
the new Foreign Language uration of a commercial message for
Quality Network, a chain of stations a product of appeal to both sexes and
connected by wax (transcriptions) is all ages is much further off than the
successful with its experiment with peak of a product aiming at a specific
Italian and Polish programing.
age group or sex. For example, the
The fact that Pulse of New York is saturation for a hair net is that point
going to report on a continuing basis where the total number of messages
the listening of New York's Italians, will effectively reach the total number
and may expand its study of listening of women listeners in the market for
by specific groups. is a step in the di- such a product. It does not apply to
rection of making foreign -language programs beamed at male audiences
air advertising something besides an or children. For the men, a similar
easy way for stations to make money.
situation would prevail if you were
Mass advertising can and does ig- trying to sell cigars.
nore many very profitable markets.
Concerning the second avenue, or
"Little" markets, like the 7,622,000 copy slant, we have evidence of cerpackages of macaroni and spaghetti tain jingles used on individual staproducts bought by New York's "big tions 36 times a week in which a reItaly" in four weeks, can make mil- cent survey for the advertising agency
lions for advertisers who reach them. showed that on the ratio of 12 -to -1 the
* * * copy repeatedly heard was not obnoxious. Obviously, the repetitious content had not yet reached the point
where the audience has become "sat-

l'

-if

urated."
On the other hand, a television short
run 36 times a week, so like watching

complete, useful and up -to -date
compilation of consumer market data between two covers in
.
The most

.

.

CONSUMER MARKETS

'I keep CM handy for use oll
through the year," says Manager of Markets and Media in
o large 4 -A agency.

1949.1950 Edition
known needs of national advertisers
and agencies for the latest relioble stole, county,
and city market facts and figures.
Based on the

Provides o ronge of information you would otherwise hove to gather and argonize from 12 different
sources.
Reports only government and other authoritative
figures; 1948 estimates of population, fomilies,

retail sales, farm and industrial activity, effective
buying income, and other impartont market indices
prepared by Wolter P. Burn, notionally recognized
market statistician and consultant.
Clear, easy -to -use mops for each state show oll
counties. oll incorporated cities of 5,000 and aver,
oll country seats, oll doily newspaper and radia
towns with populotion and other data.
Seporote
mops for 39 cities of over 250,000 and their
vicinities.

All doto organized for most efficient use, alphabetically stote by stote, county by county, in their
respective slates, city by city in their respective
counties, covering the whole U.S.A., the U.S.
Possessions and Territories, Conodo and the Philippines.

You'll have to see and use the 1949.1950 CONMARKETS to appreciate its great utility as
o market reseorch tool. It was mailed to all SRDS
SUMER

subscribers with the September 1 issues of the
Newspoper and Radio Sections. Additional copies
$5.00 each.
If you are nat on SRDS subscriber, send for o
copy of CONSUMER MARKETS today. Use it for 10
doys free. Then, if you keep it, send us $5.00.

A Section at Standard Rate & Dota Service

Walter E. Bonhof, Publisher
333 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago 1, III.
New York
San Francisco
Los Angeles
50

the same movie over and over again,
might become so unnecessarily boring
that it might soon reach a peak listener interest and pass on to the area of
damaging influence. Under such conditions, it is no longer economically
feasible to continue to advertise the
product or service, for if the listener
becomes bored, or disinterested, or
completely angry with the commercial.
the results could be disastrous. To
repeat. there is no standard rule on
the question of saturation. It must
resolve itself about the standard
axioms of advertising: Is the product
wanted? Is it priced right? Is it well
distributed? To what group of consumers will it appeal? What is the
ratio of price to sales cost, etc.?
The question is answered by analysis and experience, as are all other
questions of advertising and marketing.
\\'ILLIA \i B. McGR4Tmt
Managing Director
/lD /l. Boston
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SPONSOR

Whudduyuh
mean,

first?
It's a good question.

A radio

station can be first with all kinds of people:

It can be first with left- handed schoolteachers, or seven -foot motormen, or women
having their hair done, or men with one foot on a brass rail.
So what?

-in

So this: ask Mr. Hooper who's first in Baltimore
the departments that count.
Such as: WFBR: First in morning audience. WFBR: First in afternoon audience. And
in the three -ring, all -star sweepstakes department -WFBR: FIRST IN TOTAL

-

RATED PERIODS!* Plus: something no other Baltimore station can even approach
a listener loyalty factor, represented by over 100,000 people who come to WFBR to
see a broadcast every 365 days!
Private memo to timebuyers: Fall is just around the corner. In Baltimore,

first-you

if you want to

be

need

AM
*May -June
Hooper Report

ABC BASIC NETWORK
5000 WATTS IN BALTIMORE, MD.
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY JOHN BLAIR & COMPANY
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SEEING VS LISTENING

?a

SIMPLE QUIZ QUESTION

(Continued from page 31)

forSMARTA6EN!/Ef...

This distinction in the nature of
the attention paid ads in the two
Inedia is, of course, clue partly to certain distinctions in the purpose of the
ads and partly to the technical differences in the inedia. Despite the difference in the kind of attention given radio and newspaper ads, despite the
difference in "favorable" conditions
under which housewives are exposed
to them. ads heard on the radio make
a more lasting impression on most
housewives than ads seen in newspapers.
The ability of more women to recall radio than newspaper advertising
isn't the only evidence of the superior
impact of air advertising. Fifty -three
percent of the sample said they preferred to hear advertising on the air
as against 37
who favored seeing it
in print.
College educated women. however.
preferred to see rather than hear advertising 50-39'; . In fact, ou the
majority of questions housewifely reactions were strongly colored by
preference for one or the other medium. and their preferences are much
more influenced Im education than
anything else. according to this study.
The few instances in which newspaper ads seemed to produce greater
impact than similar ads heard on the
air mainly involved college educated
Please turn to page X01

O\2

GREEN

HINT!

2141/

WE USED

WTAQ
TOWTAQ
TO BE

OW WATT"
BS

Wilf

I' -tuly -two

AND

%ears ago.

(timnda., September 18,
1927) WF111. a tol fifteen
other
ecr radio scat'
broadcast for the
first
these no.. fa-

I

t

miliar words.

Through twent-two
sears, the Columbia Net -

work und

V11111.

lane pio-

radio's great ada merliniu
of entert.
nt, ethical' and po hlie ser.ire.
This Fall, X11 KI.:ucl (:IBS
bring (ventral Nett York
listeners the greatest lineup of talent e'er presented
b. am radio network, assuring adterlistrsofbetter
and bigger audiences.
meered

%aueentent as

SYRACUSE
NEW YORK

VFIII
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Represented by
FREE

8.

PETERS, INC.

GIVEAWAYS
IContinued from page 27)
go. in light of the FCC rulings, the
value of such a change is open for
question. For instance. the FCC ruled
that a contestant, in order to claim a
prize. must not have been `listening
to or viewing the program in question." At first glance. this is just a
matter of separating radio home reception and television reception. On the
other hand. and this depends on the results of the court reviews of the FCC
actions sought so far b% CBS and ABC.
the word "viewing" is ambiguous.
There is a good chance that it may
eventually he interpreted as meaning
SPONSOR

the verb act of viewing the show from
a seat in the studio. or standing on a
stage. Onk' a handful of shows either
are built around a giveaway gimmick
for the home audience or have an "outside" giveaway added. At the sanie
time, there is quite an extensive list
See '`Class II" listings in illustrations) of programs that offer prizes.
which the home audience hasn't a
ghost of a chance of getting in on. to
studio contestants only. Here the
strength of giveaway is considerably
less, even though. paradoxically. the
actual monetary value of the prizes is
often greater. The listener to this ty pe
of show (examples: Queen For A Day,
Break the Bank) is not attracted primarily by a desire to make money.
Those who want to get in on that
aspect of the show account 'for the
lengthy waiting lists for tickets to such
(

broadcasts and/or telecasts. The "entertainment" for the listener or viewer
to this type of show lies in the vicarious thrill of hearing or seeing someone
who might he the listener dragging
away a pile of merchandise or cash.
Like the telephone giveaway shows,
anything that comes between the audience and the giveaway (even though
the members of the house audience
have no way to participate in the winning acts as an obstacle. and brings
the curve of approval on minute -byminute reactions slumping down. This
too is a near-pure giveaway show, although the strength of giveaway in the
show is less, and there is considerably
more freedom for stunts, gags, jokes.
and other production techniques than
in the telephonic shows.
There is a third class of show that
offers prizes to the studio audience.
The strength of giveaway in these
shows is well below those of "Class
II" shows, even though there are
sometimes sizable "outside'' giveaways.
These shows are audience participation, usually with a name -star mc,
which depend either on the fairly high
I.Q. of the participants or on the
stunts that participants are asked to
do, for the basic appeal of the show.
In the case of, say. Take It Or Leave
It, the usual prize that can be won
is in answering the famous "$64 question." Comedian Eddie Cantor, complete with a showman's vast repertoire
of jokes and a staff of gag writers for
special material, is the main attraction.
The listener who regularly dials a
"Class III" show is not looking for
wealth. or even particularly concerned

IT'S EASY,

IF YOU
KNOW HOW!

HERO or flop, success or failure -it's plain old- fashioned
Know -How that usually makes the difference!

I

12 SEPTEMBER 1949

Take KWKH's Hoopers, for example. Our latest Share of
Audience figures (Mar. -Apr., '49) show these results:
Mornings ...70% Better Than Next Station ( B)
(Mon. thru Fri.)
Afternoons .. 7% Better Than Next Station (C)
(Mon. thru Fri.)
Evenings ....47% Better Than Next Station (B )
(Sun. thru Sat.)
In addition, BMB figures and paid -attendance at "live"
shows give further proof of KWKH's superiority in this
rich Southern market. May use send you all the proof,
today?

KWKH
Texas

SHREVEPORT

50,000 Watts

CBS

LOUISIANA

Arkansas
Mississippi

The Branham Company, Representatives
Henry Clay, General Manages
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with hearing other people win it. Ileaction tests show this to be true. and
the "obstacle" for the listener in the
program) is, unlike Class I and Class
II shows, the giveaway factor.
\\ here the strength of giveaway is
found at its mildest is in the few shows
in radio and 'f\ that fall into "Class
11.- These are the shows in which
the "game- or "quiz' is all -important.
and the giveaway so minor that it is
usual!) just an inducement to get
people to submit material for the show
itself. OUI) two sponsored shows iu
this categon are on the network radio
or "f\ air now, Twenty Questions (in

a Ronson lighter. the sponsor's
product, is offered to listeners who
send in a suitable subject and Who

which

1

Said Tim) ? I where people send in a
pet quotation. complete with data on
author, ete.. in the hopes that they will

recei)e some small merchandise prize
for stumping the panel of experts 1. Research done on these shows, plus the
volume of mail that comes to them. indicates that listeners actually build a
resentment against anything that interferes with the game being played. the
diametric opposite of the reactions to
the sI -s in "Class 1.-'
Thus it is that giveaway shows, on

I

WBNS TOPS THEM ALL
NIGHT TIME LISTENERS

FOR

COLUMBUS

Again comes Mr. Hooper with the evidence that \WBNS is the
favorite station of Columbus listeners in the night time as well
as during the day.
Columbus Hooperatings for Winter- Spring
1948 -49, Monday thru Friday from 6 p.m. to 9:30 p.m., show
seven out of the top ten programs are broadcast by WBNS.
The remaining three are divided among the other network stations. No other Columbus station can match WBNS intensive
coverage of this area.

ASK JACK RATNER, PRESIDENT OF ROGERS
. .
JEWELERS ABOUT WBNS RESULTS
HE WILL TELL YOU:
.

Our business is akin to th banking business in that the foundation is based solely upon confidence. Therefore, we must carefully
select the appropriate media to publicize our firm. We have
used WBNS since its inception, throughout good business years
and bad, and are confident that these weekly announcements
have certainly been valuable in our rise to leadership in Central

Ohio."

FOLDIN' MONEY, JINGLIN' MONEY
IT'S BUSY HERE IN CENTRAL OHIO

.

.

.

Total retail sales in the WBNS area $982,521,000.00 Columbus
has one of the tightest labor markets in the country. Folks workAnd
ing, spending money, creating a prosperous economy
their station is WBNS upon which they depend for news, entertainment and buying information. That's why 'his station is the
first choice of advertisers who desire a better selling job in Central Ohio.

...

IN COLUMBUS iT'S
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close analysis, often turn out not to be
"giveaway" shows pure -and -simple at
all, despite the amount of prizes or
cash that is being given away. Only
a few depend upon the money angle,
both in radio and TV, to get an audience. \lost of them can eliminate the
telephone jackpots and either revert
to their older formats or move over
to a class in which the strength of give away is lessened. or even eliminated.
Suppose, for example, that Stop The
Music cut out the telephone giveaway
and studio giveaways entirely, set up
a "panel of experts" composed of Paul
Whiteman, Jascha Heifetz, and Cole
Porter . . . and had Bing Crosby as
guest star. The questions would be
tougher. the music portion of it probably better. It would, in one fell swoop,
jump from "Class I-' to "Class IV."
From being paramount, the strength of
giveaway would he almost eliminated,
probably being reduced, like Twenty
Questions, to prizes for musical questions sent in by listeners. If promoted
well, it might even build an audience
equal to the old one.
So far as the FCC is concerned, it
would probably then be in the clear.
It would be a highly acceptable
form of programing.
and it ould still he a giveaway.

...

AV

PRESTIGE PROGRAMS
(Continued ¡roar page 33)
tial is supposed to have been happy
about the whole thing. It was supposed to bring prestige to the Prudential name and prestige sales. The Prudential insurance agents screamed.
They liked Prudential's simple, honest.
commercial Jack Berch. They were
disgusted with "prestige." They didn't
know- that what they were disgusted
with wasn't prestige but routine programing dressed up in a velvet suit.
It wasn't a prestige program that
failed but a program that failed to
have prestige.
That's the very reason so many socalled prestige programs land on their
faces. It isn't prestige programs that
go plop, but attempts at prestige productions that fail with dull thuds.
Heinz was sponsoring a sock audience program in Joe Palooka back in
the early days of commercial programing on CBS. Mrs. Heinz happened to
hear the program during one of her
afternoon teas. The next week the
(Please turn to page 56)
SPONSOR

IOW FAR CAN JARD HESS GO?
Ile's gone too far already, say
sums. 'there's the station manager in
North Carolina who wrote that
he got so steamed up looking at the representation of the "Station Manager"'
that the print burst into flame. And the
New York radio director who
locked his copy of the "Account Executive" in his desk because one of the
agency account big -wigs "was kind
of sensitive." So it's wise to calculate the
risk before decorating your office with
these fire provocative, radio -ribbing,
Jaro Mess drawings. They're
12" x 15 ", reproduced em top -quality
enamel stock, ideal for framing.

lhe,erS pO"O'
tisiica

Besides the Sponsor, there's the Timebuyer, the Station

Manager, the Account Executive, the Radio Director.
While our supply lasts the set is yours -free with your
subscription to SPONSOR. Use the handy return card
or write to SPONSOR, 40 W. 52 St., New York 19.

If you think the sponsor

FREE,

with your subscription to SPONSOR
($8.00 per year)

is out -of -thisworld. then wait 'tir you see the four
others. Jaro Hess caricatures are
available only with your subscription to SPONSOR. Extra sets, available to subscribers, at $4.00 cadi.

L
"It's a good thing advertising
men don't bruise easily because
these Jaro Hess satires really rib

"During each busy day make
a point to look at them just
once. They always bring a smile
and relieve tension."
I

it

the business."

"I

am 100% satisfied with

your excellent caricature titled
Sponsor never satisfied."

The Toni Company
Don P. Nathanson

12 SEPTEMBER 1949

Louis C. Pedlar, Jr.
Cahn -Miller, Inc.

"The pictures by Jaro Hess

Dick Gilbert
KRUX

are splendid and I'm delighted
to have them."

Niles Trammell
NBC
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PRESTIGE PROGRAMS
fConli,rarvl from page 51)
program/ ivasu't sponsored. despite
plenty of proof that it was selling
It wasn't prestige
Elvin/. cereals.
enough for \Irs. 11. 1 number of pro-

grams, including Women's Magazine
of the .lir, have been tried by Heinz
but no show has developed both the
selling impact anti the prestige desired
by the stxial Heinz. Heinz as a result
is not network radio -minded. It uses
selccti'.e broadcast advertising. newspapers and magazine.. It isn't the fault
of prestige programing nor radio.
Heinz timer did develop a top drawer
prestige show -nor with the exception of Palooka a sock selling vehicle.
There has been recently a great deal
of publicity on the fact that Heinz this
season is pouring a great portion of
its advertising dollar into newspaper
advertising. That's true, but Heinz is
also spending real money in radio
not in prestige network programs but
in selective announcements for individual Heinz products. Heinz knows
that radio sells. It doesn't know that
prestige radio can co a job, because
of internal politics and the fact that
radio hasn't been too forward in establishing the fact that it's a selling
medium.
Good proof that prestige program(

I

ing eau sell are the activities of the
Standard Oil Company of California.
For y cars it has sponsored both the
Standard School of the Air and the
Standard I/our, a sY mphonie broadcast. Both of these programs have
been checked by Standard and have
proved themselves not only as ideal
vehicles for keeping the Standard
narre in the forefront of the \\'est
Coast's oil buy er, but also for delivering direct sales without pressure.
Junior grows up in California with the
feeling that Standard is part of his
state -- and naturally expects to buy
Standard when he gets behind the
wheel of the family jalopy.
What is commonly referred to as

good music is the basis of most prestige programs. Symphonic groups like
Boston. Philharmonic. Philadelphia,
Detroit. and NBC have been sponsored
time and time again by ficus feeling
they lend lustre to the naine of the
sponsor. The fact is that a firm may
sponsor a great orchestral unit and
still not be thought of as great by
listeners. The John Hancock insurance
organization gained nothing from
sponsoring the Boston Symphony, except that the Board of Directors felt
the program in keeping with John
Hancoek tradition. The firm gained
neither stature nor sales. The L. S.
Rubber sponsorship of the Philhar-

WMT also rises in
Morning Sun
(IOWA)

Early birds, up with the chickens,
get a lot more than worms in Morning Sun. They get the chores done
. and by 5:30 a.m. they're able
to tune in on \\'MT's Sunrise Hour.
Programming to suit Morning Sun
and hundreds of other Eastern Iowa
communities is a specialty of WMT.
Day and night, with exclusive CBS
stars backing up strong local and
regional features, WAIT plays to
its prosperous audience of workers
on farms -and in Iowa's equally
important industries. Rise and
shine with WAIT! The Katz man
has full details and an alarm clock.

\
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n)onic contributed very little to the
sales of the organization nor did it
make beds any more important sport
shoes. or l.'. S. automobile tires better
off competitively. It did sell l'. S.
Rubber as a "great" corporation. On
the other hand. the way that Standard
Oil New Jersey
utilized the same
Philharmonic -S) nythony Society this
past season with promotions that
brought two )dung people to New
York each week for a "weekend with
music." did a job for the SO organization. just as the two Standard programs on the coast have been doing
a fine advertising job for years for
the Pacific Coast SO.
What's true with all other forms of
commercial programing on the air is
true of prestige programing
has to
be promoted
has to be especially
geared to do the job which has been
set for it.
Two more dissimilar programs than
Milton Berle and the Metropolitan
Opera broadcasts can hardly be
imagined. Yet both are sponsored by
the Texas Company, Loth sell Texaco
gas and \larfax lubrication. Some
sponsors might feel that the Aletropolitarl requires no promotion. Luckily
Henry Souvaine, who produces the
broadcast for Texas, knows that it has
to be air -promoted and has turned
the intermissions into delightfully productive miniature shows of their own.
There's only one Metropolitan.
Opera. It needs very little work on
the part of the announcer to establish
that there's only one Texaco. Texas
uses the Met for prestige, the Berle
for mass. it'll be a long time before
people forget that Tuesday. during
1948- 1949. was known as Berle's day
and that sponsor identification for
Berle reached almost 100'; upon a
number of occasions. The sponsor
identification on the Metropolitan is
tops in its class too.
Leaving "good" music behind. there
are only a few prestige -ty pe programs
that are worthy of being sponsored.
Cavalcade, as indicated previously. is
one of these. as is The Greatest Story
Ever Told.' Another, although not
currently on the air, is The March of
Time. Sponsored at various times by
Time. Inc.. and a number of other advertisers. it has continuously lent prestige to the sponsor and at the saute
time extended the influence of the
Luce .utpire.
(/'lease tarn to page 69)
I
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STORY
Out of raw materials and labels in less than
a

month! 'That's what happened when Bed Arrow

Laboratories chose WFAA's "Early Birds"
to introduce its new insect repellent to
the Southwest. Moreover, sales of all Red Arrow

products jumped beyond expectation. while
sales outside

\'FAA's

area were normal.

Perfect proof of the effectiveness of "The Early Birds,"

radio's oldest breakfast -time variety show.

This

.1:5

minutes of fun every weekday morning

has for nearly 20 years been the Southwest's

most ambitious radio production

... its

most

consistent sales -getter. Quarter -hours available.

0,44
DALLAS

and
WFAA
FM

820

570 KC ABC
TEXAS QUALITY NETWORK
KC

NBC

Radio Service of the DALLAS MORNING NEWS
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY EDWARD PETRY and COMPANY
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Lou Gehrig
n Consecutive Games,-

WHEC

In Rochester
TIME

c

FOR

RECORD
his nick
earned
beGehrig
'Iron Hors'
more
played inthan any
cause
plaames
consecutive gleague player
major
1st base
other mat
N. `. Yankees in every

to

the

e'from June 1, 1925
game
' 1939 The beloved
Y 2,1939-2,130
row d has nevQi
a
in
record
sinCe!
been topped
Rochester's

1943
Back in erat ing reported
EC listenHoop
first
WH
EC's
the decided

preference.
H operating leadership
since.
topped
been
has never

L fADfRSN/P
WHEC is Rochester's most -listened -to station and has

been ever since Rochester has been Hooperated!

Note WHEC's leadership morning, afternoon, evening:
STATION

STATION

STATION

STATION

STATION

WHEC

B

C

D

E

43.2

20.9

7.3

9.2

AFTERNOON 37.8

26.6

9.2

9.0

MORNING

STATION

F

1.2

5.8

11.4

11.1

3.3

12.6

13.2

Station
Brood costs
till Sunset
Only

1

6:00.12:00 Noon
Monday through Fri.

12:00.6:00 P.M.
Monday through Fri.

EVENING
6:00.10:30 P.M.
Sundoy through Sol.

29.1

21.7

JUNE -JULY HOOPER, 1949
Latest before closing rime.
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5,000 WATTS
Representatives: EVERETT-McKINNEY, Inc., New York, Chicago, HOMER GRIFFITH CO., Los Angeles, San Francisco
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HORACE SCHWERIN DEMONSTRATES THE RISE AND FALL OF AUDIENCE REACTIONS AS

THE ROBE"

IS

TELECAST OVER NBC -TV

What snakes a TV program tick?
Schwerin report reveals
minute- by- iiiiuute interest factors
Until recently it was possifor a television sponsor
to start with a weak or
worthless program idea, tinker with it
in the dark, cancel after one or two 13week cycles, and still wonder what happened. And why.
Now it is possible to throw some
light on why Mr. Sponsor often got so
little viewing for his money
what's
more to the point, it's possible to tell a
sponsor before he goes on the air a
great deal about his chances of snaring
a profitable share of viewers.
Nobody has all the answers. Some
of the answers researehers can give
have important exceptions that require
more probing. But Horace Schwerin,

I

kii) hle

-or

64

who pioneered qualitative radio research along with Lazersfeld, Stanton.
and others from 1935 on, has completed eight months of preliminary testing
on why lookers shun some programs
and become married to others. His
evidence indicates that several basic
assumptions which have guided much
television programing to date are seriously mistaken.
His pioneer research on success factors in video programing is nailing
down some principles designed as yardsticks for measuring a programs
chalice for success. Schwerin is confident that systematic use of his TV
research methods and discoveries will
help advertisers turn more TV adver-

tising dollars into sales and profits.
Perhaps of at least equal importance, Schwerin argues that the know how of his staff in measuring and evaluating viewer reaction to programs can
(a) weed out bad ideas before they
reach the air; (b) provide guidance
data for creative people in keeping
good programs good (well- liked) and
building new ideas; (e) provide a
check, as audiences change through
growth, on whether current programing appeals to the desired segment;
(d) provide a check on relative sales
effectiveness of AM and TV broadcasting.
Quality- meaning program elements
that make it liked
much more im-

-is

SPONSOR

portant in television than in radio, says
Schwerin. Video shows, he found, do
not benefit or suffer markedly from the
shows that immediately precede them.
A well -established tenet of radio programing is that programs preceding
and following popular shows gain tremendously by their place in the sequence. This is true even though a
program is not in the same mood as
the block in which it appears.
From the standpoint of selecting the
most effective time spot for a program,
Schwerin's proposition means that
what's opposite a program has more
bearing on the number of viewers a
show can garner than its place in a
sequence. This conclusion was suggested simply by a study of rating histories of programs in leading television
cities. It emphasizes the important role
of quality. The following examples illustrate the trend:
In one rating period. Make Mine
Music, with a New York Pulse share of
audience of 33M. was followed by The
Goldbergs with a 58.0. In another period, Camel News got a Pulse share of
audience of 12.0. while Milton Berle
racked up a share of 71.2. Fireside
Theater, immediately following Berle,
dropped to a share of 25.3. Berle consistently delivers 75% and over of the
New York video- equipped homes, but
he isn't the only example of the hop skip- and -jump dialing that a popular
program will bring on.
On Sunday night. 13 February,
Toast of the Town pulled 48% of the
Hooper -covered TV homes. Philco
Theater, one of the best (and most expensive) dramatic programs on the
air, could get only 15.2%. A top -notch
hockey attraction. New York Rangers
vs. the Toronto Maple Leafs, could
draw only 4.4% of the available
homes. And hockey is one of the best
attractions in New York.
On a typical night, NBC held only
24.2% of the 76.6% who viewed Berle.
CBS' Cross Questions had 1.1% opposite Berle, but CBS grabbed the majority of Berle listeners in garnering
32.2% for We, the People, immediately following Berle.
The idea of "sequencing" (spotting
a program so as to take advantage of
a high- rating program) doesn't necessarily mean "mood programing,"
building a block of shows all of which
sustain a similar mood. The entire
field of mood programing in television awaits investigation until experiments (other than sports) provide data
12 SEPTEMBER 1949

search corporation to observe the facts
nestling in Pulse and Hooper records.
As a matter of fact, the conclusions
about the role of quality versus sequencing were founded on studies by
James Cornell of Foote, Cone & Belding, Chicago. and the NBC research
department, as well as by the Schwerin
tween such shows as Stop The Music staff. NBC has also been active in the
and Walter Winchell (81(:g ) ; Amos development of the Schwerin technique.
'n Andy and Sain Spade (60% ), etc.
The special role of the Schwerin orIt did not, of course, require a re- ganization comes in the techniques (le-

for analysis. It may be that important
exceptions to current observations on
the role of quality will be revealed.
Meanwhile, it seems worthy of note
that the difference in types of shows
used in the preceding illustrations has
a parallel in Nielsen's finding that
there are high radio carryovers be-
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Little Melvin's antics were found to hold interest of the audience better than Joel's knowledge
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1.(S A\GELES : Ioa close are
television techniques to motion pictures? Ask Frank Woodruff. one
of our directors. about it. Ile should
know ... he has directed 8 movies,
as well- as Lux Radio Theater. On
our show. " \lystery Is Mlv hobby."
he says the number of ''cuts., and
"inserts" is equal to first -class
movie cutting. 75 to ill) cuts and
111 to 15 inserts in a half-hour.
"Mystery is My hobby" uses
these techniques to perfect advan.
tage. 11 a think its one of the best
buys in television anyw here. (:all
us or limbo Sales.
THI \1;s pile up on us so fast that
we were surprised to count 10
live cameras at KTTV. These are
hacked up by :i film camera chains.
a couple of 16 mm. projectors. 3
slide projectors and a halopticon.
KTTV's two new studios. 15 by
75 each lone w ith 3(0 audience
seats)' will be in use by the time
you read this. 'these. plus our original 111 by 10 studio and perma-

rent kitchen set, give a flexible
staging space for any type slow.
And we do have a variety.

u

11(II-T1 looked O.er the field

Vin

its Show management issue
us a nice boost only
11 est
(:oast TV station. at that I.
Talked about our "firsts." like the
Hose Bow I. Jack Benny. I:dgar Bergen, "Pantomime Otiiì." and Pasadena Playhouse. Thanks. Variety.
We're regularly scheduling other
Ike. bright shows. too. Ask liadio
Sales
they know.

... and gave

...

KTTV
OWNED BY

LOS ANGELES TIMES -CBS

LOS ANGELES
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yelopcd for isolating, evaluating, and
setting up standards for the elements
that make a program liked. One of
the graphs accompanying this story
illustrates the correlation found between Schwerin "liking scores' and
program ratings. This kind of close
correlation has been established in tests
made of seven different types and examples of programs. selected at random. (A subsequent article will present
some of the detailed findings on the
seven types.)
Sponsors and prospects. in the race
to learn all they can about the characteristics of viewers and non -viewers,
have grasped at every scrap of information and interpretation that seemed
to offer explanations useful in planning
for television. Lack of detailed testing under controlled conditions has
fostered a number of mistakes. These
erroneous concepts. according to quite
a few advertisers. have caused them to
postpone planning for television.
Some striking differences between
set -owners and non -owners, in their
program likes and dislikes (obtained
by various survey organizations) led
to confused estimates of their characteristics. Cornell's study indieated that
the differences in reaction to programs
observed between owners and non -owners of television sets seem to be adequately. explained by their combined
economic and educational status. Analysis of the reactions of matched audiences (same proportions of men and
women, income and educational levels.
etc.) in which the only significant difference was the factor of owning or
not owning a television set suggested a
conclusion that could be tested.
Numerous analyses showed a strong
positive correlation between greater approval of programs and relatively low
educational and social status. Persons
in the lower socio- economic brackets.
investigation showed, had owned their
sets for a shorter lime, or at the time
of the tests had not bought a television
set, because of financial limitations.
"Pests all tended to show that the "socio- economie" status was the most important factor in differences of liking
for the sauce shows by matched audiences of owners and non -owners of
sets. The more sophisticated the tastes
of the viewer. the less his relative approt al of a program. (This is also
true of radio.) Therefore, the conclusion runs. the place of the person in
the socio- econonie bracket is the most
important influence in both the length

of time he has owned a set and in the
degree of his approval for a program.
The size of the screen apparently
makes no difference in a person's enjoyment of shows. Tests with audiences matched w ith the exception of
size of the screens of their television
sets show similar likes and dislikes in
minute-by-minute listening to the same
programs. This means, also, that the
"novelty" factor is not important in
one's liking a show.
Finally, the number of viewers per
set doesn't appreciably affect individual reactions. Again the socio- economic
factor seems to explain observable differences. Among ail viewers at the
present time the higher proportion of
instances of multiple viewing per set
involve people who have had sets six
months or longer.
Specific factors of liking for each individual program must be interpreted

against the background of the overall
factor of socio- economic brackets
w

hick compose any audience. One in-

tane of a popular nighttime variety
show will illustrate the spread in liking scores by education and income
groups. Grade school graduates gave
the show a score of 81 to 65 for college graduates. The C, or lowest income group in the same audience,
scored the same show 71, while the A.
or highest income group. scored it 64.
This kind of spread is roughly the
sane as found in radio. The range of
typical scores varies with the ty pe of
show.
Although a fuller report on specific
findings for various program types will
be available for the second part of this
article on what qualitative research offers to present and future television
sponsors, some indications can be given here of what it can mean in boosting liking for a show.
Tests of Quiz Kids (sponsored by
Miles Laboratories) proved some of
the features best liked in radio were
least liked on television. For instance.
Joel Kupperman. long a prime favorite
with radio followers, rapidly lost favor. The viewers didn't like his crowding the spotlight, his aggressively waving hand. On radio this wasn't a far tor. Little Melvin, a youngster who
never was able to answer a question
correctly (he's only 5 years old), was
actually the high point of the television
show because of his videogenic personality. Viewers loved him, thought
he was "cute." They overwhelmingly
approved of his presence on the show.
SPONSOR

In tele% ision Quiz Kids a scene H ith
little Melvin ran six minutes and kept
high interest. This scene couldn't have
happened on radio without a sharp
drop in interest. In this case, recommendations were pretty obvious and
net no resistance from the client or
the program people. in other cases.
the reasons for dislike are less obvious. Then it's a diplomatic battle to
sell the recommended changes. Television program people are no less stub born in their belief than radio or other
creative people that they are, somehow, superior to "non- creative research" and should not, therefore. be
bound by its findings. Li television.
however, because there were and are
few "experts," resistance to research.

inspired program recommendations is
somewhat less than in radio. But it's
there.
An educational, human interest drama with scenes of conflict and of narration to interpret thoughts got decided reactions of dislike for the narration. Where conflict was used to carry the point, liking shot up to its highest point. The producer w ill revise the
treatment of the material to cut down
greatly on narration, increase scenes

SUN

I

I

-or

TV?Øakt
WED

MON

It's

utilizing conflict to project the ideas.
Lest this be considered elementary,
Schwerin analysts
w l o
haven't
learned in three years of testing over
1200 programs not to be surprised
were amazed to discover in one program the apparently static discussion
period was much better liked than the
scenes involving external conflict.
Schwerin refuses to be stampeded
into making generalizations about program types. He insists on putting every
show through the mill before he makes
a pronouncement on what's right
wrong -with it. from listener reactions. This is in line with his view
that qualitative research is neither the
first nor the last word in making or
breaking a program. He will. however,
insist that as a tool properly used by
competent creative people, it can help
do things for a show that can seldom.
if ever, be accomplished without its
aid.
In working out a valid method for
TV qualitative research, Schwerin experimented with 36 different combinations, such as home versus studio, large
versus small audiences, kinescope versus live, mechanical versus pencil and
paper, etc. Results compared "almost

a

4
THU

YAI

SAT

i

7

staff-

POTTER TELEVISION BROADCASTING CO.
12 SEPTEMBER 1949

tant thing is to match audiences correctly. Continuous cross checks will
be made with the various means of testing to insure uniformity of results.
Schwerin sees his system, developed
over 13 years of qualitative research
experience, as enabling advertisers to
make pre- audition tests of program
ideas and formats, thus eliminating
costly experimentation. He sees the
facts that can be uncovered by his
methods as manna to the sponsor fighting to build listenership by improving his program as rapidly as possible.
"Good programs," he says, "will determine the speed with which new
viewers are added to the television audiences. Now is the time for advertisers to gain TV know -how."
If listeners are the ultimate judges
of what they will view. that should
make Schwerin and others who are developing new TV research techniques
the high priests of reaction- emotional, that is.
Without cramping creative sty lc, such
qualitative research would help writers
and directors to maintain a higher level of audience liking for their offerings.
* * *

Date!

Thousands are waiting for September 17th, when
Dallas' first Television Station, KBTV, begins its
regular schedule of shows! The newest Du Mont
everytelevision- trained
equipment
thing has been done! September 17th is an
important date for you, too, as there are still
some choice availabilities.
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identically,' he reports. The impor-
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BEER
AGENCY: Brisacher, Wheeler
Acme used a five -minute
spot consisting of major league scores and a brief history
of rrll sports. A contest was held on the fourth telecast,
wherein r'ieuers ansu creel by post -card a complex riddle
culling for a comparatively difficult answer. Winners
were to receive $1. 164- retries were received during the
next clay- and-a -hall, which result might not Le impressive
compared to other contest returns. Response was grail/v.
ing to Acme. however. because of the small prize and
difficult riddle.
PROGRAM: "Acute Sports Drn'
\\7LT\, New York

SPONSOR: Otto

SPONSOR: Acme Re
C

tl''l I.F. CASE

iii..4 )RY:

L.

ITEMS

Kuehn Co.

CAI',! LE CASE HISTORY:

AGENCY: Placed direct

small "whisk-off' whiskbroom was offered to viewers of the afternoon What's
New in the Kitchen program on IVT11IJ -TV. Only one
announcement was marte of titis offer (luring this program
ethic!, is presented between 4 and 4 :30 p.m. The single
mention resulted in 173.5 requests by mail. This return
so amply demonstrated to Kuehn, sponsor of the announcement, the impact of le:evision advertising that the
firm ,till fn all probability use the medium this fall on a
definite schedule.
\\"TMJ =I' \, Milwaukee

A

PROGRAM: What's New in the Kitchen

111N1?RAG11S
SPONSOR: Gettelman Brewing Co.
AGENCY: Scott, Inc.
CAPSULE CASE HISTORY:
During two wrestling shows
sponsored by Gettelman on WT,11J-TV, announcement
was made of beer coolers to be used for picnics and outings. These insulated containers for carrying cold beer
in bottles and cans were being offered for $3.95 each, and
the announcements resulted in 650 sales. Only a few beer
depots had ordered any of the coolers before the advertisement on TV, and the demand was so heavy that many
of the containers had to be sold in the lobby of the
brewery.
WTMJ -T\', Jli1waukee
PROCRI \I: Wrestling matehe

AI11 GUN
SPONSOR: Longren Aircraft
AGENCY: Arc Advertising
CAPSULE CASE HISTORY:
Longren Aircraft bought a
participating spot on Playtime, a giveaway program for
children on Los Angeles' KTTV. An offer was made during the spot to sell the "Flash Gordon Air Gun" via telephone orders. The gun was priced at $2, the same price
lag affixed to the toy in retail and department stores. The
result of this single announcement was 134 of the toy air
guns sold within a few (lays after the Longren participation took place. Sponsor found the return well worth the
cost of the announcement.
PROGRAM: "Playtime"
KTTV, Los Angeles

l'i:Tli(1Li:UM l'11/1i)l'CTS
SPONSOR: The Texas Company '
AGENCY: Kudner
CAPSULE CASE HISTORY:
Don Stewart, advertising
manager for Texaco, about to start the second year of
Texaco Star 'Theatre (Milton Berle) on ,NBC -TV, stated
recently: "We consider our money well spent for the
show because it has done so much to generate dealer
enthusiasm and promote the sale of our products. Our
sponsor identification, averaging 93(.1( for a full year,
indicates the powerful impression this program is making
on viewers. 1Ve feel that this impact is resulting in increased sales and goodwill for the Texas Company."
PROGRAM: "Texaco Star Theatre"
NBC -TV

iI:1:1G 1:11

COUNTERS

SPONSOR: Troup Engineering Co.
AGENCY: Placed direct
CAPSULE CASE HISTORY:
On. one participation on
Stu Wilson's (nid- afternoon program, Are Ya Lookin' ?,
on KFI-TV, Troup Engineering sold four Geiger counters
retailing at $54.50 apiece. Geiger counters are used for
"sniffing out" uranium deposits for which the government
tell! pay $10,000 if the uranium is in commercial quantities. KFI -TV, with justifiable pride, points to this advertising as proof that daytime television in Los Angeles
can sell anything. if it can sell such an unusual product
as this.
KFI -T\", Los Angeles
PROGRAM: Are Ya Lookin' ?"

I11 NNER

SETS

SPONSOR: Ludwig- Baumann
AGENCY: Placed direct
CAPSULE CASE HISTORY:
During June, Ludwig -Baumann, New York household and furniture store, bought
time on Kaihi ,Norris' Your Television Shopper (Monday Friday. 11 -12 a.in.) to offer a complete dinner ensemble
china and plated silver) for $19.95. No other promotion was used. and the store accepted mail and telephone
orders from viewers. Within five minutes after the participation. L -B received si.r orders, amounting to $119.70
in sales. Orders continued to come in. making the campaign completely self -liquidating.
WARD. New York
PROGRAM: "Your Television Shopper"
I

but the sponsors haven't discovered
how to collect upon TV prestige.
Even station -break commercials can
have prestige and sell. The informaon
commercials
tive
what -to -do
KNEW and the road information for
drivers on the saine station (and WOR)
are ideal examples of service commercials that lend prestige. This sta-

PRESTIGE PROGRAMS
(Continued from page 56)
Time and Life have tried to do the
same type of job on the visual air
with Dwight Eisenhower's Crusade in
Europe. The film is a good documentary but it doesn't have the mass appeal of the March of Time. Both ABC
and the Luce organization tried their
best to sell Ike's outstanding tale, but
finally the publishing firm itself had
to sponsor it.
Prestige on the visual air is a great
question mark. Firestone's Americana
is unquestionably prestige, as were
the few telecasts of Toscanini directing the NBC Symphony, and the dramatic presentations of great plays like
Julius Caesar and Romeo and Juliet.
Forums are generally respected as
prestige but the history of the visual
sponsorship of legitimate forums (not
gag scannings like Leave It to the
Girls) has not been outstanding.
Some, like Meet the Press, Town Meeting of the Air. and In the First Person, have had sponsorship for a while

tion's anti -discrimination and United
Nations' jingles are additional proof
that no matter the time period or the
technique. it's possible to find a
broadcast advertising formula that
will lend prestige to firm name and
product.
Prestige is a state of mind. it has
nothing to do with the money budgeted, the advertising job to be done,
or even the medium to be used. It's
true, however, that it's easier to land
on your face using a pseudo prestige
airing than it is using any other
broadcast form. Firestone. Cities Service, du Pont, Texas, and Standard Oil
are a few who have succeeded with
prestige.
Corwin, however, is still to find a
* * *
bankroll.
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WMAR -TV
As Maryland's
pioneer television station,
W\IAR -TV consistently

covers an area from
Washington, P. C. to
Wilmington, Delaware,
and from Pennsylvania
to the Potomac River. '
WMAR-TV is the television station of the Sunpapers of Baltimore. It
is on Channel Two, and
carries the programs of
the CBS network to televiewers in the entire
Chesapeake basin area.

sports and special events

- civic, patriotic, and

cultural -is unequaled in
this rich, productive area.

/

/

Television
means

WMAR -TV's coverage
of political campaigns,

I
I

Baltimore

/

Represented by

THE KATZ AGENCY
INCORPORATED
ATLANTA
DETROIT
CINCINNATI1 K. TV STATION
TIMES-STAR BUILDING

CINCINNATI

T,

CBS AFFILIATE
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SEEING VS. LISTENING
IContinued /rorn page 52)

*adership

- IN AM
-INTV
IN PROGRAMMING
IN POPULARITY
IN UTAH

LbN'.I

NBC STAT/ON
Sah lakr. City, Utah

John Blair

National Roprosontetivo:

L

Co,

SPOT

RADIO
sells the millions that buy

ASK
REPRESENTING

YOUR
LEADING

JOHN
RADIO

BLAIR
STATIONS

MAN
JOHN
Otlicc

m

Chicago, New York

Oevmt. Si Louis, Los Angeles
San Francisco
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women. In most cases the trend was
reversed hi favor of radio advertising
with high school and lever educated
housewi' es. Censu- data of 1940 indicated that 113'1 of :American women
have less than "some college'- education. The level has risen since then.
But the II ASR sample was of a higher
educational level than the 19.111 census
report because older women wbo did
no actual household purchasing were
excluded. along with colored women
in the interest of a homogeneous
I

sample).
In attempting to examine other
significant ways in which newspaper
and radio advertising affects the thinking and feeling of women respondents,
Lazarsfeld tested the power of ads in
both media to call up associated
images. and also tried to evaluate the
vividness of the images thus stimulated.
'1'he vividness, or intensity. of ideas,
thoughts, and images called up was
about the same for both media. Seeing the ad. however. stimulated a
greater number and variety of images.
It is possible that this could actualh
be a disadvantage by scattering the intensity of reaction among a diversity
of images. Lazazsfeld suggests in his
report that the power of newspaper
ads to stimulate more thoughts and
images is a "qualitative" advantage.
Just what effect this might have on
influencing women to buy is obviously
an open question until further research
provides an answer.
Nevertheless, it is interesting to
note in this connection that the greater
diversity of images inspired by seeing
rather than hearing an ad does not
provide the impact to make newspaper
ads as easily recalled as radio commercials. Ilene of course. the greater
repetition in commercials is an important factor. The study offers no evidence that the image- producing factor
of newspaper ads is equal in huving
importance to radio's power to deliver
a greater quality of attention.
In fact. when questioned about
liking or disliking the advertising in
each medium even those women who
favored newspaper advertising display ed what Lazarsfeld termed 'emotional neutrality.-' In contrast, he calls
attention to the "extreme emotional
reaction to radio commercials among
women on all educational levels. This

obviously accounts in a large measure
for radio's power to move listeners to
greater extremes of like or dislike.
This point is of especial interest to
sponsors and prospective sponsors. because on the one band a disliked commercial may be revised toward a
"liking" reaction; on the other hand
a mere "dislike" reaction has not been
proved necessarily bad for sales (as
note LS 1FT, etc.. to mention the most
famous example. There are others.).
Much is involved on this point with
the Lazarsfeld study did not concern itself. Various important breakdowns On most of the points reviewed
in this article (such as by education
socio -economie status, and others) appear in the original study. They are
invaluable to the advertiser who wants
detailed information in planning specific appeals to his markets.
There was a vital distinction in the
reasons given for favoring one medium
over the other. Those who preferred
radio most often mentioned the manner of presentation as the most pleasing or impressive factor; those who
preferred newspapers most often centered their attention on content. Those
who disliked radio also mentioned
presentation factors as the main reason.
Since radio commercials, for the
whole sample. got more attention, better recall, better liking, greater preference (compared to printed ads), the
manner o/ presentation clearly rates as
a major factor in radio's impact. It is
responsible in the main for getting a
sales message into the thoughts of
more women
and making it stick
there. Experienced radio people have
long known this.
-I'he ratio of liking for radio and its
presentation methods by the women
of the sample goes down as education
increases this is most marked past
the high school level). It goes up as
I

education decreases (most marked below the college level). While this is
no "discovery." it does highlight the
importance of that factor in radio
which has been most severely criticized -its presentation techniques.
'l'he housewives interviewed offered
different reasons for their belief in the
advertising heard via both media. according to their educational level. The
less the education. the more important
the qualities of vvarmth. sincerity.
friendliness. etc- are in obtaining
credibility for the sales message. But
(Please tarn to page 72)
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SEEING VS. LISTENING
(Continued from page 70)

SUPERIORITY COMPLEX
My husband, advertising manager of the Ding -Bat Company, used to be a
nice fellow with just enough of an inferiority complex to make him easy to live
with. Since he picked KXOK, sales have gone up so fast my husband thinks
he's the smartest advertising manager in town. Now he has a superiority complex and he's positively obnoxious.
Unhappy Wife
Dear Unhappy Wife:
Maybe KXOK should have the superiority complex instead of your husband.
During March, 1949, KXOK was within share of audience striking distance of
first place in St. Louis. Briefly, this means KXOK delivers more Hooper audience per dollar than any other St. Louis network station. No wonder Ding -Bat
products are going to town. When your husband checks KXOK's low -costper- Hooper point, KXOK's wide coverage, and KXOK's low- in -St. Louis
rates, he'll be even cockier!

KXOK, St. Louis

630 on the dial
A "John Blair" station

5,000 Watts

Basic ABC

r

re,Ate

/U`

"AMERICA'S FINEST

,

,

WESTERN ACT "!

/

SIMPLE ARITHMETIC
IN

LICENSING

MUSIC

BMI LICENSEES
Networks
AM

23

1,999

FM

411

TV

81

Short -Wave

The Texas Rangers, stars of
stage, screen, radio and television, early this summer made
a personal appearance tour in
the Midwest. They are pictured

achieved Hooperatings as high
as 27.4.

FATI MA

Wire, write or phone
ARTHUR B. CHURCH Productions
KANSAS CITY 6, MISSOURI
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(Continued from page 29)

You are assured of
complete coverage
when you program
BMI -licensed music
4

As of

-

Advertisers and stations ask
about our new sales plan!

munications research, including radio.
They may be startling to many national and other advertisers who are
asking themselves: Can radio improve
the effect of my sales messages on my
customers and prospects?
* 'k *

TOTAL BMI

here in Oklahoma City, when
they were commissioned honorary Colonels of the State of
Oklahoma by Governor Roy
J. Turner.
The Texas Rangers transcriptions, used on scores of stations

from coast to coast, have

4

150

Canada

the degree of credibility was about the
same on all levels. (No integrated
commercials were tested. An effort
was made to compare ads of similar
production values according to the
standards developed by each medium.)
Which medium did women represented by the Lazarsfeld sample choose
as the one in which they liked to get
their product information? College
women said they preferred newspapers by a margin of 11%. But
women as a whole choose radio over
newspapers 53 -37!4.
The A.N.A.N.. for whom Lazarsfeld
made the study reported on here, told
SPONSOR it will publish shortly a booklet based on Lazarsfeld's original
study. It will have the noted researcher's okay if the numerous corrections he made in the proofs are incorporated, according to a BASR
official. It is reported that when the
A.N.A.N. is legally dissolved next December, the BASR and other studies
will become property of the Bureau
of Advertising of the American Newspaper Publisher's Association.
They will keep on file for the benefit
of advertisers these additional revelations from the women of the Oranges:
For learning about a product, they
prefer radio 54 -37%C.
For ease of remembering an ad,
Orange housewives choose radio over
newspapers 60 -32 . This holds true
on all educational levels.
The trend of these facts about the
impact of broadcast advertising can
not be new to Dr. Lazarsfeld, who is
justly famous in the field of com-

Sept.
n,

tors to Liggett & Myers. What, they
wanted to know, was the big idea?

I, 1949

-///,

/%

BROADCAST MUSIC, INC.
580 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK 19
NEW YORK

CHICAGO

HOLLYWOOD

L &M reasoned. rightly enough, that
the small percentage of the country's
smokers who preferred the Fatima
blend might not amount to a row of
beans saleswise, but they were an extremely brand -loyal group. Rather
than lose this segment of the smoking
public. L &M decided to continue the

SPONSOR

brand. However, Fatima was still
strictly on its own so far as any promotional push was concerned.
This situation continued up through
the late 1920's, the 1930's, and into
the 1940's. Several major changes in
the tobacco industry were, at the same
time, taking place . . . changes that
were to affect Fatima and Liggett &
Myers' attitude toward it. In the late
1930's, there appeared a new cigarette
type on the market. This was the
extra -long cigarette now known as
"king-size." There were several off brands that came in first, and when
they began to attract a growing number of smokers, the American Cigarette
& Cigar Company (a subsidiary of
American Tobacco) brought out a
king-size cigarette in a bright red package and called it Pall Mall, after the
famous swank thoroughfare in London.
It cost a cool $1,500,000 to get
the product started. Spending of
this sort aroused the industry, and
when Pall Mall had climbed to fifth
or sixth place in brand -preference surveys by 1948, and king -size cigarettes
had garnered something over 15% of
the cigarette market, the leading tobacco manufacturers felt it was time
they got into the act, too.
A lot of high- powered research,
planning, product -testing, and test campaigning began on new king-size
brands. P. Lorillard introduced Embassy cigarettes, largely by selective
radio saturation campaigns. Philip
Morris acquired Dunhill Majors, and
began to build its sales. R. J. Reynolds began testing, also with the aid
of selective radio, on Cavaliers. Brown
& Williamson brought out an in -between -size cigarette, fatter and shorter
than king -size, longer than the ordinary length, and called it Life. Liggett & Myers, desirous of joining the
others in the increasingly competitive
king -size sweepstakes, began to look
around for a likely contender in the
L &M stables. The choice went to the
obscure, star -crossed brand that had
been around so long that most L &M
men had almost forgotten it. Fatima
was elected.
For the first time in 30 years, a
Fatima ad campaign went into the
works in the fall of 1948. hi a sense,
the problem was almost the same as
introducing a new product. At the
same time, the ad campaign had to he
a shot in the arm for an old product
known to have a consistently loyal following.
12 SEPTEMBER 1949

The budget allotted to Fatima by
Liggett & Myers was small, by comparison with the big money used primarily to back Chesterfields. The
L &M budget proper runs to nearly
$10,000,000. ($6,000,000, radio time and- talent; $500,000, TV time -andtalent; $2,500,000, magazines; $350,000, magazine sections; $180,000, farm
papers; the-rest for other media.) The
first year's ad budget for Fatima, beginning about November 1948, had to
stay within about $600.000 for everything.

A national selective announcement
campaign in radio was to spearhead
the drive. After testing the new king size Fatimas in test cities, the L &M
agency for Fatima, Newell - Emmett, began looking around for a good gimmick to use in the first radio drive.
The merchandising and personality tie ins between Chesterfield and Arthur
Godfrey (who does a radio Monday Friday stint and a weekly TV show
for Chesterfield, and is featured heavily
in other Chesterfield advertising)
seemed like a good starting point. But

MORE HORS D'OEUVRES
PLEASE, MATILDA!"

YOU betcha, us rich Red River Valley plow- jockies indulge
We actually have an Average
in some mighty nice livin'
Effective Buying Income that's higher than Iowa, Oregon or

...

Texas, for example.
Wise advertisers get more than their share of our
lavish spending by using WDAY, Fargo's 27- year -old
pioneer. For the period Dec. '48 thru Apr. '49, WDAY had
the highest Hooperatings in the entire nation, morning,
afternoon, and evening! In other words, WDAY is now
America's No. 1 Station!
Write us or ask Free & Peters for all the proof of WDAY's

overwhelming superiority-urban and rural
River Valley.

-in

t
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FARGO, N. D.
5000 WATTS
970 KILOCYCLES
FREE & PETERS, INC., Exclusive National Representatives
NBC
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WTRF
THE STATION YOU NEED
TO COVER THE

GREATER

WHEELING
METROPOLITAN
MARKET
WTRF 1,000 Watts) and WTRF -FM
(20,000 Watts) serve over 350,000
consumers in the primary and over
750,000 in the secondary listening
areas of this great and permanent
industrial and mining market. It's
loaded with sales potential for your
(

product.

Contact Your Nearest
WALKER COMPANY Office

WT IR F
Bellaire& Martins Ferry,Ohio
Wheeling, W. Va.

Has Your

Stock Gone Up?

OURS HAS!
A most recent surrey* rereals

..
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TIIAT
KBON

is now the No. 1 choice of
afternoon radio listeners in the
Omaha Metropolitan District.

TIIAT
KBON

is now the No. 2 choice for
over-all listening in the same area.
(7 AM to 11 PM)

'1. s. roldun

.'.

lrrey- -.tune 1: -1S.

When YOU think of adyertising let these facts speak for
themselves. To sell the Billion
Dollar 11 et i 1)01 ii ait
Market use KBON-the station ' our prospects are lis tening to more and
e
every day.

KBON

OMAHA

World Insurance Bldg.
OMAHA, NEBRASKA
Natl. Rep: RA -TEL, Inc.
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someone with the right kind of voice,
personality, appearance, and ability
was needed.
L.t \I found him in Basil Rathbun,
whose classic Roman features, suave
urbanity, and cultured voice have made
him popular with theatrical; motion
picture. and radio audiences. Rathbone. L &M decided, was just the elan
for the job.
A series of c.t. announcements and
breaks was cut. They were just the
opposite of high -pressure e.t. selling.
They had no production fanfares, no
hells, gongs, or buzzers, and no musical jingles.
In the clipped Rath bonian accents; they began: "Hello.
there. This is Basil Rathbone. -- 'l'he
copy- went on to talk about Fatima.
stressing its quality, its popularity, and
the new length.
The e.t.'s were placed in 27 major
markets, with a frequency that made
them virtually a saturation campaign.
\t the same time, a magazine campaign in a few major national media,
much of the art and copy work featuring Rathbone, began a visual tie -in
that supplemented the close connection
of Rathbone and Fatima. This campaign, tied-in also with point -of-sale
promotions that again featured Rathbone, began to have an almost immediate effect on Fatima sales. They
started up suddenly. This continued
until January 1949.
On last 8 January. the first broadcast of Tales of Fatima went on the
air. starring Basil Rathbone, on a 26station limited CBS network. The
show was the logical extension of both
the e.t. and the magazine compaigns.
It was built from the ground up as an
agency package that would be a starring vehicle for the Rathbone person ality as well as a selling vehicle for
Fatima. It began as a sort of supernatural whodunit, with Rathbone playing himself and Fatima being a sexy.
disembodied female voice which came
to hint in dreams to give him the on^
due needed to crack the case. Ratings
on the show, which was no great shakes
as whodunits go. and which got hu
nlostln on the Rathbone personality.
rose steadily.
Since the show was fed commercially
to only 26 stations (something CBS
doesn't usually want to touch. but of
which it made an exception for L& \l
because of its other L & \1 billings the
network decided to feed Tales of Fatima to the web at large, except for the
26 stations on which the show was
I

.

sponsored, as a sustainer with the commercials cut out. Some idea of how
much Rathbone had become a sort of
"secondary trademark" to Liggett &
Myers and Fatima. as the result of the
selective and magazine campaigns, can
be gathered from the fact that several
station managers, as well as the public, felt that the program was still a
commercial show . . . even with the
commercials removed.
After the first ten broadcasts of
Tales of Fatima, Newell Emmett decided it wanted a check on the minute by- Minute reactions of audience panels to the show. Accordingly, the
Schwerin Research Corp. made two
tests of the show on 300- person panels.
Schwerin made some specific recommendations. For one thing it suggested eliminating the Fatima voice,
because. although it made for terrific
sponsor identification. it struck the listeners as being highly improbable and,
after the first broadcast, not clearly
identified.
Schwerin also recommended using
stories that stayed more within the
Rathbone "mental image" in the minds
of the public (the result of the type of
movie and radio roles the actor had
play ed for years), and which had more
of a suspense element than slain -bang,
cops -and robbers story matter.
As a result, on the Tales of Fatima
broadcast last 27 August, a new program policy went into effect. Rathbone will no longer be Basil Rathbone.
solver of mysteries. He will be an
actor playing an extensive range of
roles in drainas which would lean more
heavily on the psychological aspects
of mystery. rather than on the sleuthing. Also, a guest -star policy, featuring famous Hollywood names. will costar Rathbone with players like Bela
Lugosi, John Garfield, Lilli Palmer.
and Rex Harrison.
Future plans for Fatima are a bit
indefinite. Liggett & Myers intends to
continue with Tales of Fatima, and
perhaps to expand the station list that
is now carrying it sponsored. Selective radio is not being used at present.
although plans to come back to it. as
well as plans for entering television
with either an announcement campaign or a program, are being discussed. The magazine campaign is
continuing. plugging heavily the recent
s tartling sales gains for Fatima.
Whatever happens. one thing is sure.
Fatima has come back .. and is here
* * *
to stay for quite a while.
-

-

.
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DISK JOCKEYS
IContinued from page 37)
makes frequent appearances at local
school and club functions. His "Junior
Canteen" last winter visited different
high schools weekly for Friday night
dances. with WCAU supplying the
turntables and Moore jockeying the
disks and mc'ing the proceedings.
Giveaways have been productive of
good results promotion -wise for those
of the turntable contingent who expend
a little more effort on publicizing their
shows than the majority. During his
Make Believe Ballroom on Detroit's
CKLW. Eddie Chase makes two phone
calls to his listeners. The signature
music of a well -known orchestra is
played as the call is dialed. If the
person called is able to identify the
band, he or she receives a py ralniding
jackpot of record albums of popular
songs. The Toby David Show on the
same Detroit station also goes in for
telephone calls, questions, and prizes
(radio, theater tickets, cash) for correct answers. If, of course, the 1 October ban by the Federal Communications Commission on giveaway programs remains in effect. disk jockey's
using this sort of gimmick on their
shows will have to cut it out of their
programing.
WNEW, New York, one of the first
major purveyors of disk -jockey shows
(Martin Block's Make Believe Ballroom, Stan Shaw's Milkman's Matinee,
now handled by Art Force) believes
that inasmuch as the average record
session in itself hasn't enough hooks
on which to hang publicity of any substance, creative thinking must be applied to the jockey and his program.
With that in mind. the station's publicity department last year cooked up
one of the most effective gimmicks ever
used to promote a platter-spinning
show.
The stunt was pulled for Gene Rayburn and Dee Finch, the zany jockeys
of WNEW's early- morning Anything
Goes show, and revolved around a
"thing" contest which spoofed giveaway programs. Rayburn and Finch
asked listeners to send them "things''
-any things. As a prize for the most
novel thing sent in, the platter spinners
gave themselves away -went to the
winner's home, did their broadcast
from there, cooked breakfast for the
winner, and cleaned the apartment.
Messrs. R. and F. expected only a
few listeners to play along with their
12 SEPTEMBER 1949

THE HIGHEST -RATED

PERIOD IN CHICAGO
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In the market

for
smooth -as -silk dubbing?
There's no need to risk the irritation of a dubbing job where the
levels aren't quite matched
or
the timing is a little off. Not when
you con hove the benefit of RCA
Victor "know- how "! At RCA you
enjoy all the advantages

...

...

The most modern equipment and facilities
in the

trade, plus 50 years' experience.

High- fidelity phonograph records of all
kinds. All types of Vinylite transcriptions.
Complete facilities for turning out slide
Film and home phonograph type records.
Fast handling and delivery.

ti(farí/eAl'/

When you can get RCA

"know -

how" -why take anything

less?

Send your masters to your
nearest RCA Victor Custom Record
Sales Studio:
55 East 24th Street
New York 10, New York
MUrray Hill 9.0500
I

445 North lake Shore Drive
Chicago I, Illinois
Whitehall 4 -2900
I

1016 North Sycamore Avenue
Hollywood 38, California
Hillside 5171

You'll find useful facts
in our Custom Record Brochure.

Send for it today t
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Paul W. Morency, Vice -Pres. -Gen. Mgr.

Wolter Johnson, Asst Gen. Mgr. -Sales Mgr.

WTIC's 50,000 WATTS REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY WEED
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wacky contest, but the response was
surprisingly heavy and produced virtually everything from a jar of borsht
to a small alligator in alcohol, including a radiator ornament from a Packard car, together with a note which
matched Rayburn and Finch for inspired zaniness: "Here is a new Packard. Accessories, such as chassis, motor, and wheels, will have to be purchased separately."
By the time R. & F. had received
more than 1000 different amusing
things the story had broken over both
AI' and UP wires coast to coast, in
seteral national magazines (including
a full page in Newsweek), and much
space in local radio columns. The
stunt was later copied successfully by
several other stations around the countr), as a gimmick for their own disk
jockeys.
Another effective Rayburn and Finch
exploitation project was a tie-up with
newspapers in a dozen cities in the
\V C \V listening area. A deal was
made with one paper in each city
whereby their readers, in cooperation
with the two platter twirlers, picked the
outstanding mother of the particular
conmtunit}. The winner in each city
was brought to New York on Mother's
Day for a whirl around town, gifts,
and an appearance on Anything Goes.
For Art Ford. present conductor of
\VNE \Vs pioneer all -night show, Milkman's ,Matinee. the station built a promotion stunt that stemmed naturally
from the program itself. An "Our
Town at Night- photo contest for pictures of New York taken after dark
brought in over 2000 entries, and
grabbed newspaper space for the program in places where radio publicity
normally doesn't break- photography
columns in the dailies. It also meant
added visual promotion in another
form posters on display in hundreds
of photo stores in the WNE \V area
(via a tie -up with a camera firm I. The
topper came with the exhibiting of the
20 best pictures in the Museum of Science and Industry in Rockefeller Center.
When Milton Q. Ford brought his
turntable twirling from :Memphis'
\\'I!II.M to Washington's WWDC over
two years ago. the latter station let
loose on the nation's capital a ballyhoo
campaign of proportions not ordinarily
associated with such an event. Teaser
ads in all newspapers started with the
query, "Who Is Milton Q. Ford ? ",
continued with such copy as "192
SPONSOR

more days till Christmas, but only
seven days till Milton Q. Ford comes
to WWDC," and developed into a final
explanation of who he is and what he
does. Station breaks every 15 minutes
on WWDC asked the "Who Is Ford ?"
question, and large banners on the
station's windows repeated the same
query.
The promotion continued with a
press and radio reception for Ford in
the Presidential Room at Washington's
National Airport. In keeping with the
zany character of his program -and
for the benefit of the gathered news
photographers Ford emerged from
his plane on a mule which bore the
sign: "Which one is Milton Q. Ford ?"
Willis Conover, also on WWDC with
his Tune Inn, likewise believes in the
promotional advantages of getting himself talked about. His appearances at
theaters and jazz concerts in "morning" attire (cut -away jacket, striped
trousers, ascot tie, etc.) have earned
him the appellation of "The Gentleman

-

Jockey," lending a nice contrast to his appeal of a bright informal platter informed and authoritative chatter on spinning session is enough in itself,
current pop tunes and old jazz favor- and needs no promotional boost to
ites.
attract and hold an audience that a
the
flexibility
Although
of disk disk-jockey show is its own best pubjockey programs and the personalities licity.
of the boys who handle them would
On the other hand. the use of shrewd
seem to indicate the same sort of easy. promotion ideas and stunts has lifted
going elasticity in d.j. promotional many r local d.j. into national promiactivities, the use of outstanding pro - nence -with the attendant beneficial
motions in this field is more the excep- results to advertisers, both national
tion than the rule. As WNOX's Lowell and local, participating on such proBlanchard feels, perhaps the general grams.
* * *
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ration of independence, which would
permit private radio and TV stations to compete on equal terms kith
the government- controlled Canadian
Broadcasting Corporation.
For radio, CAB urges, among other
things. establishment of an authority
to administer rules and regulations
equally for CBC and private stations,
as well as the right of appeal from legal aspects of its decisions.
For television, CAB recommends
that private enterprise be permitted to
enter TV immediately; regulation by
independent authority; license "for aterm of years in relation to the tremendous financial and other risks involved," and free access to program
material.
But the major TV point is that "the
Start Slugging
CBC should not enter the commercial
tele% ision field."
More than $50.000.000 in ad%ertisThe competition of CBC, a millstone
iug billing has ehanged hands among
on
the neck of Canadian radio. might
the 20 top agencies in the past year postpone
indefinitely Canadian TV.
switched
and -a -half. Advertisers have
In addition to commercial revenue,
from institutional, eoy conmercial,
CBC's radio operations are supported
pretty- picture agencies to hard- selling
by license fees of S2.50 on each radio
agencies. They're still switching.
receiving set and licenses on private
And this goes for medium -sized and
transmitters. And CBC pays no taxes.
smaller agencies and accounts. too.
Moreover. CBC controls networks.
Probably, in 18 months. more than
the character of all programs. and the
5100.000.000 billing has moved.
extent and character of advertising.
One sales consultant has taken the
Private interests in Canada stand
top 20 agencies and classified them as
ready to invest in television. They are
"sluggers" and "sluggards." He finds
willing to take losses for a while if
11 sluggards and old) eight sluggers.
their efforts insure the sound growth
One he regards as "doubtful."
of television.
Independence in Canada
His sluggers include Batten, Barton.
But they cannot play the game
Durstine & Osborn; Dancer-FitzgeraldThe Canadian Association of Broad- against a subsidized team which also
Sample; Grant Advertising; liiow casters has just made a 10 -point decla- acts as referee and umpire.
Company; Kenyon S Eckhardt; William Estv Company; Erwin, Wasey &
Co., and Inuder Agency.
Ile does not count as sluggers such
big agencies as J. Walter Thompson,
Young & Rubicam, N. W. A)er &
Son. AleCann- Erickson, and Foote.
Cone & Belding.
The man may be wrong. \lam will
damn his list. But it's still true that
his eight sluggers have added most of
the S50.011(1.0110.
BB1)O, for example, moved in hard
to get Lucky Strike, Rexall. and Swan
soap. KM nabbed Lincoln -Mercury,
Sherwin- Williams, S y l v a n i a, and
Beech-Nut. Hard -selling how took
Pepsi -Cola, Ruppert. and others. Kudncr, moving strongly into radio and
television, got Texaco and Admiral.
Such newer agencies as Sullivan,
Stauffer, Colwell and Bayles, and William H. Weintraub & Co. have grown
big fast because advertisers thought
they could give them selling commercials and copy.
And right through the easy -selling
sears Duane Jones Company never
Stopped selling.
A lot of advertisers are busy today
weighing and harnessing all the sales
forces they can command. They intend to use the agencies and inedia
that will help them stay of top or get
there.

Applause
A guy

named Joe

Some day. when SPON =oR is a eneraide and ancient publication. its earliest years may he recalled with interest
and even amazement. For it was then
that the established notion that a new
magazine must lose money during its
first fire years was rudely shattered.
.\fte.. its first ) ear SPONSOR made
money and forged ahead at a pace that
has been described variously as "phenomenal." "astounding,' and "unprecedented...
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ft's true that sPoNsott was aided by
the urgent need for a magazine to
serve national broadcast advertisers
and their advertising agencies. and was
well endowed with modern format and
editorial concepts. But it was also
aided by a guy named Joe.
To appreciate Joe Koehler. who was
SPONSOR'S editor from the first issue
until a few weeks ago. you must appreciate a human dynamo. You must
appreciate a man who opened the office
in the morning. closed it at night. You
must appreciate a gregarious, inquisi-

tive fellow with a fabulous memory
and an asbestos -keyed typewriter. You
must appreciate a guy who licked
stamps when the occasion warranted.
and wrapped packages. You must appreciate his many small and large gifts,
which he spread impartially throughout the staff. You must appreciate his
memorable laughter.
In brief, we appreciate Joe. And we
want him to know it as he embarks on
his new venture, Advertising Dailti,
which he plans to launch this fall.

-- NORMAN

R. GLENN

SPONSOR

A whole state is looking at

WHO said television is just a "big city" medium?
Practically a whole STATE is looking at WKY -TV! And here's
why. We have a 966 foot antenna ... an extremely
favorable terrain ... the perfect channel 4 frequency ... the finest
modern equipment, plus the priceless ingredient ... listener
loyalty ... built up over the years by WKY -AM. All these things add
up to the fact that Oklahoma's first television station is
ALL Oklahoma's station. Your KATZ representative will be
glad to give you the facts and figures.
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